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Princeton Hero Of Tunisian
Campaign Is Awarded Medal
Mrs. George D. Stephens, mother of Lieut. Wm. Dan Stephen$,
who was wounded in action in
North Africa March 17, has received a. telegram dated April
9, from Major General J. L. Ulio,
Win- Department, Washington, D.
C., advising that her son is making satisfactory improvement."
Parents of Lieutenant Stephens
also have been adviipd he was
awarded the Order orthe Purple
Heart medal, for bravery in
action while serving as aerial
observer for a Field Artillery
unit in the Tunisian campaign.
Lieutenant Stephens' wound
was from a bullet which entered his back, emerging through
his chest, causing "some discomfort in right lung and ribs," a
letter received by his parents
from their son last week advised.

OPA Inspectors Sheep Shearing
Freeze Credit Of Short Course Is
Customers Here Presented Here
Store Operators Warned They Are Subject
To Fine And Imprisonment For Violations

Instruction, Offered To
Aid Farmers, Draws
75 Men From West
Kentucky Area

Number 41

War Bond Eflort
Well Begun Here;
$45,000 Subscribed

ce

DR. W. L. CASH ASSUMES CHAIRMANSHIP
OF NATION'S GREATEST DRIVE CITIZENS
ASKED TO MAKE VOLUNTARY PURCHASES TO
LIMIT OF THEIR ABILITY—BANKS OVERSUBSCRIBE THEIR ALLOTMEN

stop the spiral of inflationOPA inspectors, here to check
One of the first sheep shearprices, to "Hold the Line"
credit standing of customers of ing short courses ever held in
Princeton stores which carry the United States was conducted
st ruinous cost-of-living,
charge accounts, are reported to by the College of Agriculture
dent Roosevelt Saturday
have found some violations of and Home Economics at the Exped a price freezing executhe federal edict that all goods periment Substation Farm here
With the entire bank portion of Caldwell county's
rder on all commodities afmust be paid for by the 10th Monday and Tuesday, with 25 $279,500 quota
in the Nation's $13,000,000,000 War Fund
g the pocketbooks of Mr.
of the month following that in men receiving instruction
in campaign subscribed the first
day and approximately $45,Mrs. America.
which purchases are made, and shearing and 50 visitors observe President indicated OPA
to have taken steps to "freeze" ing and inspected equipment 000 worth of the public's $172,000 portion sold up to Wednesday noon, this community was well on its way today
be called upon to fix ceilall such accounts.
used.
prices on all cost-of-living
The inspectors made only a
This sheep shearing short toward helping Uncle Sam to success in his greatest warLieut. W. Dan Stephens
es, as has already been done
partial survey here and advised course, as well as two held in time undertaking.
e case of meats. He said the
other stores they would return Lexington last week, was planDr. W. L. Cash replaced Henry
e problem resembles a four- Cummins To Deliver
in the near future.
ned to alleviate shortage of TREMENDUOUS EARLY
Sevison as War Fund campaign
• stool: food prices are one Commencement
Store operators were instruct- shearers in western Kentucky
Address
chairman last weekend, when the
RESPONSE CREDITED
wages another, rationing a
ed to inform customers whose and other parts of the State.
latter resigned, as has been done
To
and
taxation
savings
Fredonia
. and
Graduates
accounts were in such condition
Sheep for the short course TO NEWSPAPERS' AID
in other cities, in order that
1,,urth. His executive order
as to constitute violations of the were furnished by Charles WatKelsey R. Cummins will de(By Associated Press)
the leader of the drive would
a step in the direction of liver
regulations placed in effect in son and Son and by H. C. Mcthe Commencement address
Washington. — Although the not be connected with any bank
From
Steam
Hot
Cindeating the stool from fall1942.
August,
Connell and Son, of Caldwell
for the Fredonia High School
in the community, since the
over, he said, but Congress
The OPA inspectors also told county. Although most of the Treasury said it was not yet in banks must do
ers Explodes On I. C.
graduating class Thursday night,
the work of
has to provide the fourth
the store operators they are sub- shearers were beginners, they a position to estimate early re- handling details,
April 22.
with the chairForeman
Here
ject
to
$10,000
fines
and
10
learned
rapidly
and
before
the
Rev. John W. Outland will deturns in the Second War Loan, man as executive in charge of
Thos. Cash, Jr., well known years in a federal penitentiary end of the course, were doing a unofficial
liver the baccalaureate sermon
indications Toesday soliciting, advertising, reports,
Princetonian
Illinois
and
Central
if
they
permit
these
violations
good
job
of removing the wool, night were that the nation prob- publicity and other features of
PRICES TOO HIGH
Sunday night, April 18. Both will
employe
for
and
29
years
at
of
the
credit
regulations
to con- instructors said.
Moves To Increase Grain be held at he U. S. Presbyterably exceeded $2,000,000,000 in the campaign.
present switch engine foreman, tinue.
The program opened with an subscriptions during the first day
ian Church, 'Fredonia.
upplies and Lower CeilOfficers of the county's three
was
seriously but not fatally
introductory statement about the of the drive to raise $13,000,000,- banks are expected to aid in
Graduates are Mary Jane
ings on Livestock
purpose of the course by Assist- 000 during April.
Brown, Frances Young, Geneva burned Monday afternoon while Friendship Graduates
(By Associated Press)
the sale of bonds, which are
ant Dean L. J. Horlacher, Sheep
-iington.—Moving to assure Oliver, Anna Mae Baker, Blon- working in the yards here. He is
Treasury officials said the tre- issued through the banks. Each
To
in
Have
the
I.
C.
Hospital,
Commencement
Paducah,
Specialist
Richard
C.
Miller
dis- mendous response was traceable of Princeton's banks subscribed
production of meat, dairy dell Herrod and Myr1 Rice.
where his condition was procussed the shearer's contribu- to the effort put forth by the for $100,000 worth of bonds the
poultry products and carry
Exercises April 21
satisfactory
nounced
Wednesday.
tion to the war effort and he nation's newspapers to advertise first day of the drive, Mr. Sevithe administration's anti-inCommencement exercises for was followed by Professor W. P.
Board Reelects All
He has first and second degree,
the campaign.
son, president of the First Nao program, Food AdminisFriendship
High
School
will
be Garrigus, who discussed differburns, attending physicians said,
r Chester C. Davis announc- Teachers Except Two
They said American merchants tional, and J. B. Lester, cashier
held
Wednesday, April 21, at 8 ent types of shearing equipment.
his feet, ankles and legs sufferprogram designed to balance
The City Board of Education ing most, and forearms, face o'clock, in the school auditorium. Harold Barber, shepherd at the and manufacturers, businessmen of the Farmers National, said
and supplies of feed on the met Tuesday
Prof. W. L. Matthews, Bowling University, gave a shearing large and small, are telling Wednesday.
night and conduct- and neck to a lesser degree.
through their newspaper adverhand with prices and sup- ed routine
No plans have been made here
business. Teachers of
accident occurred when Green Business University, will demonstration, and then indiThe
tising the story of Uncle Sam's as yet, Chairman Cash said, for
of livestock on the other. Butler and
Eastside schools were hot cinders in two hopper cars deliver the address. A plav• vidual instruction began. Argreatest war financing effort.
e program provides for im- reelected
solicitation and none will be
for another year, with were run under the pen stock "Happy Landing," a three-act rangements for the course were
tion of feed grains from
made if it appears, as is hoped,
the exception of two, it is un- and water turned in on them. comedy, will be presented by made by S. J. Lowry and L. M.
da and Australia to supplethat the people of the communiderstood. The board has appliedr An explosion followed which en- the Juniors and Seniors Friday Caldwell and J. F. Graham.
dwindling domestic reserves for
ty will come forward and volunpermit to proceed with con- veloped Mr. Cash, who was on night, April 16, at 8 o'clock.
Those who received instruct:a increase in corn prices in
tarily buy all the bonds they
Seniors are Aylene Hunsaker, ion in shearing were: J. C. Lindstruction of a concrete block top of one car, in steam.
'lid-west to start "frozen"
can. The urgent plea is being
workshop building in the southMrs. Cash is at Paducah with Nadine Oldham, James Pool and ley and B. R. Everly, Centermade that "each citizen who canof that grain moving to
east corner of the football field her husband, who was rushed William Haile.
town; Lethal Martin, Gracey;
not carry a gun, put one in the
I:A again.
but the application has not _.y
there after first aid had been
William McAtee, Cadiz; Raymond
vis said the program will
hands of a man who can.
Rules
Revised
Are
To
been approved, a board membe IclThInIstrated by Dr. J. M. City Schools Get TWO
Tatithi, Beaver Dam; Herbert
no increase in the cost
Henry Morganthau Jr., secresaid Wednesday.
Moore.
Winters,
Everett
Mexico;
CreaSpeed
Induction
Of
tary of the treasury, asks every
lag.
This
Holidays
Week
sey,
Dalton;
Joe
D.
Botto,
MunAmerican to ask himself this
daring that livestock prices,
All Fit Men
Students and teachers will be fordville; Robert M. Williams,
question:
lcularly hogs, are too high
Caldwell
County's
Selective
given two holidays this week, Fredonia; Ralph Glass, Dawson
elation to OPA ceilings on
"Shall we be more tender with
Thursday and Friday, in the Springs; J. B. DeMoss, White Service Board has only 12 to our dollars than with the lives
, the administrator said ceilavailable
15
men
for
May
inPrinceton City School, it was an- Plains; Elmer Jenkins and Ferof our sons"?
will be placed on hogs if
nounced Wednesday by Supt. rell Watkins, Auburn, and Paul duction, with a quota of 50 to
'ng measures do not soon
fill, a member said Wednesday.
Jacob,
William
Lowry,
C.
J.
A.
Horn.
L.
Holidays
were
grantIn an effort to relieve con- pound through April 25.
about a
Condition Unimproved
reduction
in
ed by members of the school Hollowell, Glover Lewis, Bill Deferment of farm workers is
fusion in the minds of food shopSugar—Stamp 12 good for 5
Condition of Mrs. Charles Ratlargely
blame
for
.to
the
shortage
Spickard,
Clinton Perry, Arthur
board at their regular meeting
pers here concerning dates when pounds through May 31.
liff, Sr., who has been very
Tuesday night due to cancella- Green, Herschel McNeely, Char- here, it was explained.
validity of various rationing
State draft headquarters an- ill at her home on S. Jefferson
les Glenn, Lofton Jones, Billy
Gasoline—No. 5 stamps in A tion of K. E. A. meeting.
stamps ends, the county rationnounced Monday that the May street, was reported unimproved
Martin
and
Wallace
all
Martin,
gallons
four
each
good
for
book
ing office of OPA Wednesday
quota for Kentucky had been re- Wednesday. A Nashville physiof Caldwell county.
requested publication of the fol- through May 21. B and C book Soldier's Body Sent
duced 14 percent but that, for cian attended her Tuesday night.
lowing official time table, af- stamps good as noted on book.
the first time since the Selective
Tires—It is now illegal to op- Here For Burial
fecting meats, cheese, butter,
Service Act became effective,
passenger
erate
or
comany
car
The
sugar
body
coffee,
of
fats,
fish,
canned
Pvt.
Homer
E.
ounty Leaders In
Kentucky would not be able to
mercial vehicle unless a tire in- Cunningham was received here
and tires:
meet its requirements for armed
rap Collection To
made.
been
AddiSaturday from Camp De Ridder,
Red stamps good as follows: spection has
service manpower.
Valid now, Stamp A, 16 points, tional inspection to be made for La., for burial Sunday in Trigg
ttend
Major revision in draft classifications werp made this week
te Salvage officials have Expires April 30; Valid now, A-book holders every six months county. He was killed April 7,
Total
Fund
War
Conlater than Sept. 30, 1943; near Robline, La., in a tank acor
not
Expires
points,
B,
Stamp
16
to facilitate providing the arman important meeting of
Laymen To Lead Holy
ed forces with every available
ty salvage leaders at the April 30; April 11, Stamp C, 16 B-book holders every four months cident during maneuvers. He
tributions Reached
1943;
30,
June
than
not
later
was
or
the
son
of
the
April
late
Week Devotional
Mr.
30;
and
April
and physically fit man in the
thouse, Marion, at 7:30 o'- points, Expires
holders every three Mrs. Dab "Buck" Cunningham,
Report
$5,678,
Stamp D, 16 points, Expires C-book
18,
country
between
the
ages,
of
18
tonight, J. L. Groom, CaldMeetings Here
months or not later than May Trigg county, and a relative of
The Capitol Theater turned in and 38, who has no cause for
county chairman, said Mon- April 30; April 25, Stamp E, 16
Pre-Easter services, starting
points, Expiration date to be an- 31, 1943, and commercial vehi- Rev. J. T. Cunningham, Prince- a donation of $107.28,
Mrs. Mal- individual deferment. Fathers Monday, April 19 and extending
cles every 60 days or every 5,000 ton.
ong matters to be discuss- nounced.
lory Porter, Cobb, $11; the Farm- are expected to be called about through Friday, will be held at
Coffee—Stamp 26 good for 1 miles, whichever comes first.
July 1.
collection of scrap metals,
the Central Presbyterian Church,
ersville High senior class, $5;
cans and other vital maTrigg County Honors
with leading laymen of the
Buys
Barber
Dr.
and Mrs. Ernest Lacy, Hylon
Is already on hand in the China To Be Subject
several local congregations de3 Local Rotarians
Hero And Opens Big
Building, To Move Soon
ral counties of this section.
Mohon
Hyatt,
and
R.
$1
H.
each,
livering addresses.
Of Kiwanis Address
Dr. I. Z. Barber has purchased War Bond Campaign
Groom. said. This work is
to swell the Red Cross War Attend Convention
The daily meetings will begin
of
pastor
McKee,
S.
C.
Rev.
•uled for the last week in
Clifton Wood, Joe Robinson and at 12:30 o'clock and end promptthe old Griffin studio building, S.
Fund collection for Caldwell
Lieut.
Tom
Nat
Weems,
navi.1
the Murray Presbyterian Church Jefferson street, formerly oc- gator
of the famous Susie Q county to $5,678.30, Frank G. the Rev. A. D. Smith returned ly at 1, the Rev. John N. Fox
home Tuesday night from Glas- said. The services are planned
orkers in various phases of and a former missionary
to cupied as offices by Dr. B. K. and one of the first Army Air
Wood, campaign chairman, said gow, where they attended the for
age collection in this county
the entire community.
China, will address the Kiwanis Amoss and later by Dr. G. C. Forces men to be awarded the
are especially urged to be
district convention of Rotary InTuesday.
Leaders and their subject are:
Club at its regular meeting today McLean, and will move his Distinguished Service Cross in
ent at the Marion
ternational
as delegates, April Monday, April 19, "That Upper
Mr. Wood issued the followmeeting
the war, came home to Cadiz
de J. F. Graham, Mrs. Alvin on "The People of China." At office there soon. He is remodel12 and 13. Henry C. Taylor, Room", John Graham; Tuesday,
Monday to a hero's welcome.
ing statement:
.nby, Nancy Scrugham, Merle a meeting of the Kiwanis board
Elizabethtown, was elected dis- April 20, "In the Shadow of
ing the building and will live in
An estimated 5,000 persons
"Princeton and Caldwell Coun- trict governor.
n, Al. Thomas Page, Alton of directors Tuesday night, W.
Death, Jesus Prayed", Frank
from Trigg county and neighapartment.
upstairs
the
ty have completed one of the
pleton, Edward F. BlackWood; Wednesday, April 21.
boring Tennessee, crowded the
Merle Drain,
C. A. Horn, Leo Walker, D. Armstrong and
greatest
crusades
of
mercy
in Farm Bureau Now Has
"From The Garden", Kelsey Cumstreets to honor Trigg county
president and secretary of the Boy Scout Council
is George and
mins; Tuesday, April 22, "A
G. M. Fedley,
men in service and to take part history, almost doubling the 1943
named
were
respectively,
212
Members;
club
county chairman said.
Goal 300 Worthy Appraisal", Mrs. J. J.
in a rally inaugurating the Treas- Red Cross War Fund quota.
Apr.
19
Here
Meet
To
international
Y Scouts are to take the delegates to the
The Caldwell Farm Bureou Rosenthal; Friday, April
ury's campaign to sell $13,000,23,
"As chairman of the drive, I
in the scrap
ChicaA meeting of the executive 000,000
has a total of 212 members for "The Meaning of the Cross,"
collection this convention to be held at
worth
of
bonds.
wish
to
thank
each
individual
th, by
Jaggers
C.
H.
Dr.
June.
in
go
1943,
after
orrecently
a
committee
the
month's
of
campaign,
Rumsey Taylor.
arrangement of State
Last July 10 President Roose • and group who in any way helpage headquarters, Mr. Groom and Henry Sevison were named ganized Three Rivers Boy Scout velt
directed that Lieut. Weems ed to make this possible and Mrs. Clifton Wood, secretary,
been advised.
alternates.
said
Tuesday. The solicitation is
Council will be held in the be awarded the D.S.C. for "ex- for your generosity, service and
Close Store To
being continued by directors
basement of the Kentucky Utili- traordinary heroism in
action splendid spirit of cooperation.
and
members
of
the
ties building at 7:30 o'clock Mon- near Midway Island June 4,
memberRetail Merchants To
"One ot the most valuable
Donate Alood
day night, April 19, W. C. 1942."
contributions toward this "Over ship committee, Edwin Lamb,
Meet Thurs. April 22
chairman,
in
an
Sparks, chairman, announced
effort
to
reach
The Top" success was made by
(By Associated Press)
Logan Nelson, Fredonia,
of 300
The regular monthly meeting Wednesday. Approximately 40 City Truck To
our newspapers, The Leader and the established goal
Georgetown, April 13—The
Gather
members,
from
committee
it
was
announced.
enfotrerPtdreattmheenthospital of the Retail Merchants Asso- members of the
The Caldwell County Times.
sign on the door of a "5 and
tenesdIa'y
ciation, scheduled, for tonight, members of the committee from More Tin Cans Friday
10" here said, "Out of town
* * *
Dr. Engelhardt Goes
has been postponed one week, Princeton, Eddyville, Kuttawa
April collection of tin cans U. S. To Build Homes
on business, be back later."
Loretta Campbell, Mexico, to Thursday night, April 22, and Marion are expected to at- will be made by a city truck
To Excelsior Springs
Four hours later Manager J
rwent an appendectomy
Page, president, tend.
Friday, Merle Drain, salvage At Hopkinsville
A. Gilbert and seven employes
Dr C. F. Engelhardt left TheeFri- Al Thomas
. and is
that
said Wednesday, in order
much
committeeman in charge, said
The National Housing Author- day night for Excelsior Springs, including six girls, returned to
* * improved.
*
members may attend a salvage Enlists In SPARS
Tuesday. Housewives who have ity has approved a project to Mo., where he will undergo
work after donating blood to
'olet Johnson,
t..431011.ine Watson, daughter of saved cans are asked to have build dormitories to house 100 treatment. He will be gone two a blood bank at Williamstown,
Kuttawa, is meeting at Marion.
roving fw
roemburns she reMr. and Mrs. J. H. Watson, them conveniently placed on individuals, and a project to con- weeks.
20 miles away.
fromweek
Shepardson St., has recently en- curbs in front of their homes. struct 180 family dwelling units
Taking Scottish Rites
"Several of the girls had
* * *
Mr. A. A. Smith, Danville, Ind. brothers or boy friends in the
Saul Pogrotsky, Dr. J. J. listed in the SPARS. Miss Wat- No backyard collections will be for housing civilian employes of
:Ink H
camp Campbell, to be located in was the guest of his daughter, armed forces," Gilbert said,
arris:Marion, continues Rosenthal and B B. Boitnott are son is a former employe of the made.
rnprove after
rinceton Hospital.
"and they wanted to donate
Hopkinsville and in Clarksville, Mrs. C. M. Wood, and Mr. Wood
treatment for in Louisville this weekend where
Mesdames Grace Drown and according to a telegram received here several days last week. to the blood bank. We just
they are taking the Scottish
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Vickery Lily Campbell were visitors in by Mayor A. S. Koop, of Hop- From here, he went to Anchorclosed the store and all of us
Rite degrees in the Consistory,
L
went."
er Brown, Dawson Road, is Masonic order. They are ex- and son, Kenneth, of Mobile, Louisville several days last kinsville, from Noble J. Gregory, age where he visited other relatreatment
week.
Ala., are visiting relatives here.
congressman.
tives.
pected to return Sunday.

Tom Cash, Jr. Is
Seriously Burned
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Buy War Bonds And Stamps
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Winning The War
Our Only "Essential"

rsdaY, April 15, 1
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By Wright A. Patterson,
Editor,
Publisher's Auxiliary
Circumstances caused the
seittiii
of
f a young man to become publi4
newspaper. That young man
41
demonstrated his business
ability, isr
he had no printing or newspaper et
rie ecr
peA
After he had been on the jab si

undertaken by any government in history.
"We are counting on you to do your part

Courses Wil
Continued A
rray College
urray.—Neither the
Preparatory •
al Flight
any other war unit
over our college,"
as 11. Richmond, pr
Murray State College
ced in a prepared slat
week.
rom time to time, r
brought to my attentio
college will he taken
rely by the Navy and
regular college work
ped until after the
Richmond said. "This
'fabrication."
array will continue to
as in the past, he sais
cing that summer scho.
n June 7, and work to
term will begin Sept

Are you old enough to remember
. . . to see that these ads are run. Tear
the
some three or four weeks, he expre,
"Minute Men" of 1917-18? They spoke
sheets of this and other Second War Loan
,
ed some concern at the slow prop%
usually for three minutes at a time,
advertising appearing in your newspaper
he was making in mastering 0,
in
churches, movie theaters, on court
mechanics of Writing. "I have
will be greatly appreciated by the Treasury
house
not ytt
steps, wherever people congregated
learn
ed the different sizes of
during
Department."
typc
World War I, urging purchase of Liber
saoiud.
heny
ty
Thus does Uncle Sam, through Henry
Bonds.
have signed the
payroll dies
Morganthau, Jr., Secretary of the Treasury,
While spending a weekend leave of abfor the employees of the paper ft
put pressure upon The Leader and every
sence from Camp Meade, Maryland
, in
the past three weeks, including yow
Washington, D. C., the writer of this
other
home town newspaper in the vastly
own,- he was told. "The
piece
owners g
saw the late Doug Fairbanks, then great
urgent campaign to dispose of 13 billions of
the paper are not paying you
est
mos
of all movie idols, climb quickly up a
than they think you are worth
dollars worth of War Bonds this month.
40-foot
them as a publisher. It is a safe eas
platform, using the braces which held
Policy of the government is to pay for
ot a single one of our .
it up
that your check calls for more thm
. . . to shout over the heads of a great
none of this advertising but to request that
has been dismissed;
does that of any member of thr
le department in the C
throng he had just finished selling $1,00
the space be subscribed for, as a patriotic
0,mechanical force. After some yeam
beer eliminated," Mu
000 worth of Liberty Bonds. Secretary
service, by business and professional men
of
you might learn enough of the
f executive asserted.
the Treasury William Gibbs McAdoo shoo
rollment of 520 on
and women of this community.
chanics of printing to fill the
k
place g
pus now, he said, reprs,
Doug's hand and thc crowd cheered.
The Leader is not in agreement that this
one of the printers you are now
ecrease of about 50 Pe
ploying. If you could fill such
This week we of Princeton and Caldwell
is the best way to handle such an importa ks
the 1100 enrolled 2
er
satisfactorily—if you perferected
county are being called upon to forget our
ant campaign as this. We believe Uncle Sam
yoes
, before the war.
self as a printer, instead of as a ritth.
out-moded ideas about "essentials" and
ause of this serious
should buy the space, just as he pays for
to
Usher, you would be worth the wags
e in enrolment it was
buy War Bonds with every penny we can
every other item and commodity necessary
desirable that we get o
paid to a printer."
spare above what really is necessary to keep
to winning the war. But we cannot make
war training units," the
There are publishers who tlw
us and our families healthy arid clothed
stated. "This we did,
our
Uncle
Sam
nt
do
this;
settin
and
g
type,
we
makin
.. .
are comg up forms, feethrg
e an excellent naval
And in so doing, fo remember what the 900pletely agreed the ads must be run. Henc
presses and doing other jobs in tie
e,
.aratory school unit of
odd men who have gone from this communiback shop are an important part
we will do as Mr. Morganthau directs . .
.
ts. We are glad to have
their job, and in all such cases the
ty to fighting forces or to training camps
and we know the good and loyal people who
our campus; we are ab
fall down on the job of publisher
are putting up with.
some of our faculty in t:
pay the bills for all patriotic causes here
By G. M. P
That the publisher be out among
them; and our associa
The corner toward victory has been
will bear with us when we solicit their suppeople of the community, attendis
the Navy have been
How can we view the verdue new,
turned, we have reason to believe; and the
inflation and a depression after the
port of the government's advertising, to
,nt."
meetings of community organizaboat
Which in the Spring doth beckon?
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Courses Will
Continued Al
rray College
rray.-Neither the U. S.
Flight Preparatory School
my other war unit will
ver our college," Dr.
H. Richmond, president
il•i•ay State College, an.d in a prepared statement
•et‘k.
om time to time, rumors
rought to my attention that
•ollege will be taken over
ly by the Navy and that
egular college work will be
a-I until after the war,"
Richmond said. "This is a
fabrication."
Tay will continue to funcas in the past, he said, aning that summer school will
,June 7, and work for the
term will begin September
ot a single one of our faculas been dismissed; not a
department in the college
been eliminated," Murray's
executive asserted.
rollment of 520 on the
•us now, he said, represents
vase of about 50 percent
• the 1100 enrolled 2 years
before the war.
cause of this serious de.e in enrolment it was highesirable that we get one of
ar training units," the prestated. "This we did. We
an excellent naval flight
oratory school unit of 600
s We are glad to have them
ur campus; we are able to
ome of our faculty in teachthem; and our associations
the Navy have been most
ant."

Old Home
ndered back to the old old
home
the hill midst the forest
trees.
tched the leaves all red and
gold
they fell with the autumn
breeze.
gently they kissed me on
cheek and brow,
if they would tenderly say,
N have you stayed so long
away?
t we welcome you gladly
now."
ned my head 'gainst the old
broad gate
o sound broke the stillness
there
e the sad, sweet notes of a
lonely bird
ke the call of a heart that
missed his mate.
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Seven Essential
Foods Are Needed

Asks Short Campaign

By John Selby
Associated Press Features

"Have you had your seven essential foods today?" That is a
slogan home economists at the
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics are suggesting to men and women, boys
and girls. For the proper amounts
and kinds of food must be eaten
daily if a worker is to make the
greatest possible contribution to
the war effort.
Here is a check-list to serve
as a guide to health and energy.
With the rationing of food it is
more than ever necessary that
the list be referred to. From each
of the seven groups, one food
should be eaten every day.
1. Leafy green or yellow vevtables, cooked, raw, frozen or
canned.
2. Oranges, tomatoes, grapefruit, raw cabbage or salad
greens.
3. Potatoes and other vegetables and fruits, cooked, raw
dried, frozen or canned.
4. Milk and milk products, as
cheese.
5. Meat, poultry, fish or eggs.

"One World," by Wendell Willkie
The really delightful book
someone may have helped Wandell Willkie to write about his
trip around the world is going
to be promoted as something
world-shaking. It is not that; it
is the story of a modern and
male Nellie Bly, defiant of distance and danger, very human in
his boyish reaction to the things
people showed him, and told him.
The book is important only because Mr. Willkie is a national
figure. Things were made easy
Roosevelt
President
because
started him out, warned him
against going to India, and apparently restricted him in no
other way. People Mr. Willkie
could not reach came to him—
except General Chennault in
China, who was busy trying to
make too few planes do too
Frank Walker (above), Demobig a job. Mr. Willkie gave up
and drove out to see and be im- cratic national chairman, ponders a question at a Washington
pressed by the General.
I I 1, 1,11 NI)AD 101-1 i ARS APART—Born just 101 years apart,
The former presdential candi- press conference in which he said
little Gloria Garcia. 5, and her grandfather, Jesus M. Andasola, date was entertained in Egypt, he would like to see an agree106, celebrate their birthday together at San Jose, Calif. Ando- Asia Minor, Turkey, Russia, Si- ment between the two major
s.ola, born in Chihuahua, Mexico, attributes long life and good beria, Central Asia and at the parties for late national convenhealth to his many years as a professional hunter in the out- generalissimo's headquarters in tions and a short 1944 campaign
—AP Telemat
doors.
China. Nowhere was he restrict- "conducted on a very high
—AP Telemat
ed, even in Russia. Obviously, he plane."
could not do much first-hand rea country even if you talk
search while covering the globe for
in 49 days. Obviously any sort continuously, and it sometimes
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those of report must be superficial, too. shocks the reader to find the
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al- Thirty-six hours is not enough author making flat pronouncements (on Egypt, for example,
most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a for about six _months we will not and Turkey) with less than the
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the divulge anything that might lead average tourist's acquaintance to
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote to their identification.
go on.
• • •
Still, something useful comes
them
Proud Parents
out of all this. Mr. Willkie is a
Princeton, September 13, 1910 man of good will and insensibly
since our last meeting we doubly
Killed Many Frogs
a lot of —Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan he attracted similar men to him,
Princeton, May 20, 1910—As a enjoyed this one. Quite
done, to say nothing are rejoicing over the arrival of the world 'round. He was combull frog hunter Stegar Dollar is work was
chatting. The presence a fine boy at their home yester- pletely outside two important
no doubt entitled to the champ- about the
visitors day morning. According to the orbits, British circles, and the
ionship. Yesterday he spent the of so many charming
to the pleasure of natural law of inheritance, as colonial outposts of our Dutch
day in the country frog hunting. added much
Delicious ices, cakes Bob is strictly orthodox in his and Fighting French allies. But
As a result, he brought in thirty- the meeting.
were served by the polities, the youngster might be he learned that the United Nafive nice large frogs, about the and candies
and her sister, Miss expected to evolve into a Repub- tions must at once announce
largest number we ever remem- hostess
Those present were lican, but in-as-much as on his their objectives, and that these
ber seeing at one time. There is Dorothy.
Will McGeehee, Duke mother's side, she being a daugh- must include guarantees of innothing better than frog legs Mesdames
Pettit, Page, Ogilvie, McElroy, ter of Hon. John B. Hewlett, he dependence for the whole world.
when properly cooked, and Stegand Wood. Misses inherits a pure-blue strain of Although he does not specifically
ar and members of his family McMurray
Logan, Smith, Democratic blood, we're betting say so, Mr. Willkie believes the
Shelby,
Amoss,
feast,
rare
no doubt enjoyed a
Johnso n, Metcalfe, he'll be an Insurgent at any day of paternalism, however
as frog legs are said to be better McComb,
Wylie, Elizabeth and Dorothy rate.
benevolent, is done. The thing
than fried chicken.
• • •
Ratliff, Melville and Hettie Bob
• • •
lacking in "One World" is a
Akin.
New Auto Firm
recipe for eliminating it that
Another Dentist
• • •
Princeton, May 5, 1914—Dr. I. will work.
Princeton, February 25, 1910—
Wed Secretely
Z. Barber and George J. PhilDr. Power Wolff, of Dawson, has
The quality of cork improves
Princeton, Feb. 18, 1910—A lips have formed a partnership
moved here, and opened a dental
of the Ford auto- each time the tree is stripped.
parlor in the office formerly oc- quiet marriage ceremony was for the sale
city and county.
cupied by Dr. Stubblefield over performed not many days ago mobile in this
uniting in the holy bonds of wed- This firm will handle the Ford
Joe Rogers' Store
• • •
lock a couple of well-known exclusively, and are prepared to
people, who reside either in this show the good merits of same,
Club
Chat-Work
1 The
or somewhere within a in fact, they say there are only
city
1910—The
3,
Princeton, May
of cars, Fords and
Chat-Work Club met with Miss radius of one to fifteen miles. two kinds
afford, and we presume
Elizabeth Ratliff on Wednesday As the contracting parties desire can't
they speak.
afternoon. Having been a month to keep the marriage a secret they know whereof

✓ old walls so silent and
grey
serted by every one,
you think of the children you
sheltered there,
you count them one by
one?
ttered and torn, empty and
bare
ike my heart so sad and lone,
you face the storms that
come and go
d who hast e'er heard thy
groan.
d was it really my old home?
indeed I do not know.
rhatf)esetthese were but alien
hat trod those halls so long
- ego.—Florence Grey Lindsay.
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UTILITY DISH
She can bake chicken croquettes
in this Pyrex Utility Dish. Saves
Fat. Only 40 minutes in a 350°
oven. Use it for meats, breads,desserts. 2 sizes. Large L50
125s inch size . .

Bow Ties
Newest darlings
of the suit world
. . . in lovely
patterns and
perky prints

the path I took from the
old, old home
as so desolate bare and steep.
d as I look back on the
lonely tracks
see naught but the soul's defeat.

Maurice French, Manager
106(4 Market St.
°" 470
Princeton, IE y.

If these are hard to get, have
dried beans, peas, nuts or peanut butter.
6. Bread, flour and cereals—
natural whole grains, or enriched
and restored.
7. Butter and fortified margarine products (with vitamin A
added).
In addition to these seven basic
foods, eat any other foods you
want.

There are innumerable ways to change the look of your
suit ... with the mere addition or change of accessories.
Dress it up for Easter with a sparkling lapel gadget .. a
flattering frilled dickey ... or casually sport a boutonniere ... a flamboyant bow tie. You've endless variety
to choose from!

tie child with sunny hair
d eyes with hopeful light,
h merry thoughts for every
day
ith hands so straight and
white.

f ou Have Cash
BUY BONDS
If You Need Cash
Come In or Phone

How Tommy Foil's, a 4-H
club member in Warren county,
produced poultry and hogs to the
amount of $80 which he invested
in war bonds and stamps is told
by Home Agent Miriam Kelley.
Last year Tommy bought 100
chicks for $9. Selling the roosters
for $20, he bought a gilt, the remainder of the chicken flock
being used for meat for the
family. The gilt farrowed eight
pigs; two were used to repay
Tommy's father for the corn
fed. When the remaining six
were sold, Tommy received $80,
which he invested in war bonds
and stamps. He still has the sow
which is to farrow again.

News From The Past

I longed for the Prince of
the Fairyland
o push me in at the wide, old
door,
to put me to sleep with his
magic wand
en tvake me a child once
more.

goal of Smith and Branch
memakers' clubs in Breathitt
ty is to have all children
their families members of 4-H
bs

Poultry And Hogs
Pay 4-H Club Boy

DICKEY AND SHIRTS
Nur WAS ROMS Alle
HELP TURN THE HUT
ON

C/

Tailored or feminine in style,
in pique, dimity, crepe and
broadcloth . . all sizes. Choice
of colors.

tuner

•/'

A

either, that the electric companies under emperienced business managemost supply
about seven-eighths of it!
Free Americans set world production record*
primarily because they are free—because they

turn
Electricity drives delicate machines that
presses that
thundering
fuses—and
time
out
basic part
forge tank armor. Electricity is a
battleship—of
and
of every bayonet, bomber
production.
all America's roaring war

have grown up under a business system that
encourages initiative and invention—instead of
reducing them to the ranks of Axis slaves.

.DOLF may not live long enough to pay
in the
for his mass murders by actually sitting
hastening
already
is
"hot seat." But electricity
the day of his doom!

had more
Even when war began, America
countries comAxis
the
all
than
power
electric
today our
bined. It's no military secret that
no secret,
it's
power supply is far greater. And

FLOWERS
JEWELRY
HANDBAGS
GLOVES
HANKIES

Free Americans are freely giving billions of
dollars to help put Hitler in the chair. But
once he's there, a cent's worth of electricity
will finish the job! Which goes to show
what BIG things penny-priced electricity
can do!

ES COMPANY
KENTUCKY UTILITI
leeorporstod
Free Enterprise System
A Product of the American

W 1CARSON
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Masonic Meeting
the
Natives of Yemen chew
Clinton bodge Nii 02
com
plant.
will
Khat
leaves of the
a called meeting, 7:30 iv
orarijuuna
parable to opium
evening, April 16th, 1943 to
(Nemo)
most power- for the first degree. Brothers
Princethe
Newsom,
is
Leader
Fannie
The
Miss
notice. Visiting brothers wel
Mrs. ful advertising medium in existon, spent Sunday with
H. M. Price, Master
trade
this
as
far
tence . . . so
G. W. Towery, Sec'y
Jack P'Poole.
concerned.
motored area s
Mrs W. G. Shoulders
Saturday.
to Hopkinsville
had
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams
their
the misfortune to lose
weeks
brooder house and 99 six
several
old chicks together witla
one
sheds and some feed by•fire
about
was
Loss
week.
night last
$1,000.
Mrs. Hettie M. Dunn, Miss
Therefore take no thot,
Frances White, Princeton, and
saying, what shall we
Miss Goldie Watts, of Evansville,
eat? or what shall we
were home last week-end.
drink? or wherewithal
Mrs. George Cortner, near
we be clothed? But
shall
Cerulean, was in our town Satseek ye first the Kingurday.
dom of God, and His
Mrs. Rosa Newton has returnrighteousness; and all
visit
days
ed home after several
these things shall be
F
W.
with her nephew's family,
added unto you.
Kanady, at Cedar Bluff.
--Matthew 6:31-33
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Rogers
Monday
Princeton
in
were
P. L. Perkins, recently of this
place and now ot Princeton, was
in our town last week.

Cobb News

+ At the 4-

Churches
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Sunday, April 18, Palm Sunday.
9:45 A. M.—The Church School
10:45 A. M.—The Morning Service of Praise and Meditation.
Message, "The Big Parade"
3:00 P. M., The Pioneer Group
meets.
6:30 P. M. The Tuxis meets.
7:30 P. M., The Evening Service. Meditation: "Bread of Heaven"
Monday, April 19, 7:00 P. M.,
Worker's Council meets.
Monday, April 19 - Friday,
April 23, from 12:30-1:00 P.M.
Pre-Easter Services in this church
(See announcement appearing in
this paper).
Wednesday, April 21, 7:00 P.
M., Prayer meeting.
8:00 P. M., The Choir rehearses
Thursday, April 22, 2:00 P. M.,
The Wood Circle meets in the
home of Mrs. Frank Wood.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
Palm Sunday.
9:45 A. M., Sunday School.
11:00 A. M., "And He Beheld
The City"
6:30 P. M., Youth Fellowship.
7:30 I; M., "Facing Life With
Jesus Christ."
"However little you care for
your soul, remember how much
Christ cares for it and how much
Satan desires to have it."—Macartney.

Thursday, April 15, 19

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Soldier Wants To Lead
Battle On Home Front

jiirotun's' funeral 1.)oine

Danville, Ky., April 13—The
Old Bank of Perryville has reFUNURAI. DIRIWIttps AND II I55 it In I ti NI IRS
ceived from Sergt. M. A. Gowan,
15—
1410"s1S "Ns
with the U. S. Army in North
1'1,1,
I I llfs, 1,1
\ N(I Sill VI(
\
Africa, a check for $125 with
Nail Polish Tips
the cessage, "I'd like to be the
req
Boyle county to Beautiful Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free
Press your colorless nail polish first person in
buy a Victory Bond."
ommossommisiamiiimamoorwmaesomasti.
into service on your conservation program. Here are several
The Leader leads all KenSUNDAY
war-time uses for it:
tucky community newspapers in
quality and variety of new
1. Stop stocking runs.
—and—
pictures and features provide
2. Prevent scratches on precits
readers.
MONDAY
ious metal compacts, clips, and
metal fasteners on bags.
3. Protect finger bandages from
THEY GIVE THEIR
grime and ravelling.
LIVES
YOU LEND 2ND
4. Cover edges of desk to keep
WAR
YOUR MONEY'
splinters from catching stockings.
LOAN
automobile
Paint
over
5.
Bay an Additional
before washing car window.
Bond Now
Everybody reads The Leader.

PRESIDENT LAUNCHES SECOND WAR LOAN DRIVE—Asking the American people to observe
the slogan, "They Gave Their Lives. We Lend_Our Money," President Roosevelt launches the
second war loan drive in Washington by selling John H. Pye (left), White House messenger, a
$25 bond. Treasury Secretary Morgenthau (right) looks on. The national drive began April 12.

Deaths - Funerals
H. H. Board

Funeral services for Herbert
Board, 55, who died at his home
in the White Sulphur community
last Thursday, were held at
White Sulphur Church Saturday,
April 10, with the Rev. H. A.
Egbert, officiating.
He is survived by his widow;
two daughters, Irene and Alma,
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Princeton; two sons, near PrinceRev. Rodolph Lane will preach ton and another, Loyd, Detroit.
at Cedar Bluff Baptist church
Burial was in Perry cemetery.
Sunday morning, April 18, at 11
o'clock. Every one is invited to
Natives of Yemen use the
attend.
husk of their famous Mocha cofSECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
fee for themselves and export
F. M. Masters, Pastor
the bean.
Preaching services at 11 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m. Revival services
Pasteur's germ theory of diswill begin Sunday evening, April ease, established in the 1870's,
25, at 7:30, instead of April 18, led to identification of the causes
as announced. Rev. Frank E. of many major ills.
Bowman, Trenton, will conduct
the singing. Rev. F. M. Masters,
Yemen is often called the
will do the preaching.
"Tibet of Arabia" because its
people are hostile to Europeans.
The Leader leads all Kentucky
community newspapers in quality
Yemen, in southern Arabia, is
and variety of news, pictures and one of the few remaining counfeatures provided its readers.
tries which lack a railroad.

No Matter How
You Slice It-Associated

Press Features
Whatever you ask for when
you use points for a butter alternate—"mar-joreen," "margareen," "mar-jarin," or "margarin"—you'll still get a package
labelled "oleomargarine."
-Few people call it "oleo" these
days, for the vegetable margar_
ine of 1943 bears little resemblance to the product which house
wives knew in the first World
War. But a federal revenue law
passed in 1886 designated the
butter alternate as "oleomargarine" because its original base was
animal fat, and that label remains to this day.
The preferred pronunciation,
by the way, is "marg-arin." The
word is derived from the Greek
"margaros," meaning pearl oyster. The product itself goes back
to the Franco-Prussian
War,
when Napoleon III, in the midst
of an acute food shortage, offered food scientists a prize for a
palatable, appetizing, nutritious
and economical alternate for butter. It was introduced
into
America in 1880.
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Bing Sells Bob Into Slavery!.,

TONIGHT

CRPITOL

—AND—

BING

CROSBY
BOB HOPE

TWO GIRLS ON
THE LOOSE...

DOROTHY

hitting the
hot spots
of fame!

LAMOUR
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nsor Party
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e Senior Girl Scouts Monnight, members discussed
"Community Old-Fashioned
y", to be held at,. the Elks
room Saturday, May I.
e party is to be for benefit
Recreation Program, sponby the P. T. A., under the
ership of Rumsey Taylor, Sr.
Taylor spoke to the Girl
Monday, explaining the
of the recreation proand how the Scouts may
elpful as to its success.
t the close of the meeting,
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Merrie Melody
Cartoon
Paramount News

BONDS WILL BUY
PLANES - BOMBS - GUNS
TANKS AND SHIPS

ANTHONY QUINN
DONA DRAKE

I lc & 20c -- TUES. & WED.
ffilmw" "m:MIIIIIMMENE

E. S. Chapter

11c &2O

OLD FRIENDS &NEW!
.0 OLD DOC GILLESPIE
IS IN HIS GLORY
JACK

GLADYS

"If

FAYE

•

LIONEL

CARSON • GEORGE • EMERSON

BARRYMORE
Plus Comedy and News

Enough of this equipment in the right
place, at the right time, will enable our
fighting forces to finish the job in the
shortest possible time.

SATURDAY
LLOYD

NOLAN

DR•2111911:UV
Ilea ASSISI
SUSAN

RICHARD

MOE
1OHNSON PETERS
LUKE
KEYE
VAN

IP

Proven

Dependability
Beauty
P
ermanence

with

Marjorie Weaver
--added--

"HOPALONG". • •

"SOLDIERS OF THE SKY" — "FIRST All)
TERRYTOON CARTOON

WILLIAM BOYD in

UNBERUIVER MAIN
BENNE17 GEORGE
..th ANDY CLYDE • MORENO
ANTONIO

TM
"NW°
JURA75
starring

Color Rhapsody

The
IR ONZOLEUM

ricrete Burial Vault

h.

Plus Second Big Feature
POISON TO BORDER BANDITS,

e School of Instruction
and
1 inspection of the 0.
E. S.
held in Marion,
Monday.
12. Instruction was held
2:30 that afternoon,
with
Josephine Harkins BrownWorthy Grand Matron,
in
ge. Stations were filled
by
hers of the district.
the district Deputy Among
Grand
on, Mrs. Hattie
Winn and
A. M. Pfieffer.
At 6:30 the
Of the
Marion Methodist
were opened to
many
the members and
visitors
they were
this time the served dinner.
Worthy Grand
n and
distinguished guests
introduced.
At
and impressive 7:45, a beaupatriotic Ad arranged and
directed by
MaYme Curry,
Past Grand
•P
rinceton, was present•
II the
Princeton Chapter, in
of Mrs.
Gifts fromJosephine Browndifferent chantWere
presented by Mrs. Hatton. At 8:15.
Marion chapt-

GENE TIERNEY

PRESTON FOSTER

"WACKY WIGWAMS"
COMING SOON! "KEEPERS OF THE FLAME

StrenRth
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in marriage at the Bapbernacle, Paducah, Thursming, March 25. The Rev.
• Cole officiated at six
in the presence of relad friends.
bride was attired in a
ale casual suit of Roblue with navy accessor✓ matching navy pill-box
veiled in navy net, cloth powder blue. Her cords fashioned of Briaroses and valley lillies.
maid of honor, Miss Paulter, wore a suit of gold• with black accessories.
t was a Beau Geste Rand her corsage was of
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,om as best man.
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bridegroom's parnets, Mr.
bridegroom's parents, Mr.
Paducah, after which Pfc.
. Tyrie left for a brief
o honeymoon.
Tyrie is the daughter of
d Mis. Damon M. Watt of
a. Tenn. She is now a civil
employe of the Milan
e Plant at Milan, Tenn.
Tyrie is a graduate of
High School, class of '39.
entering the service, he
member of Jack Staulorchestra.
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Phone 50
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Mrs. Laverty Hostess
To B&PW Club
The Business and Professional
Women's Group of the Woman's
Council of the First Christian
Church met at the home of Mrs.
Roberta Laverty, East Main St.,
Thursday evening, April 13, at
7:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Ethel French was in
charge of the program, assisted
by Mesdames Edwin Jacob, Elizabeth Rogers and Clifton Pruett.
Subject of discussion was "Missions In Latin America."
Present were Mesdames Clifto* Pruett, Ethel French, Roberta Laverty, Hallie Watt, Elizabeth
Rogers and Misses Margie Amoss
and Atha Stallins.
At the close of the program,
delicious refreshments of frappe
and cakes were served.

Princeton Girls
Attend USO Dance
Chaperoned by Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, USO co-chairman;
Mesdames Charlie Pepper, Edith
Wadlington, Bart Griffith and
Miss Rebekah Henderson, several
Princeton young women attended a USO dance at Hopkinsville
Saturday night, returning home
immediately afterward. Among
those in the party included Misses Jayne Walker, Mary Hays,
Mary Ann
Walker, Christine
Phillips, Elizabeth Gray and Laverne Dunning.
Everybody reads The Leader.

Leading Ace

Personals

./ Mrs. Henry S. Wahlfeld, Peoria, Ill., has arrived for an extended visit with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Collier. Mr.
Wahlfeld was recently inducted
into the Army.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Dick,
Mayfield, spent last week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker.
• • •
Mrs. Marshall Eldred and little
son, Marshall Polk, of Louisville,
arrived yesterday for a visit with
Mr. Eldred's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dique Eldred and
Mrs
Eldred's mother, Mrs. Henry
Hale. During their stay here, Mr.
Maj. Levi R. Chase (above), Eldred will attend court in West25, a Cortland, N. Y., lawyer who ern Kentucky.
• • •
shelved his career for the silver
Mrs. James Stegar returned
wings of the U. S. Army Air
Forces, has shot down his tenth Saturday from Abingdon, W. Va.,
enemy plane to become Ameri- where she has been at the bedca's leading ace in North Africa. side of her father, who is ser(AP Photo from U. S. Army iously ill. She will return to
Abingdon Monday, due to the
Signal Corps radiophoto).
unimprovement of his condition.
• • •
Mrs. Harmon Hostess
Kenneth Morgan, instructor at
To Fredonia Ladies' Aid the U. S. Signal Depot, LexingThe Ladies Aid of the Cumber- ton, spent last wbek-end with
land Presbyterian Church, Fre- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W
donia, met Thursday night at the Morgan.
•••
home of Mrs. Ed Harmon. Mrs.
Mrs.
Mitchell
Mitt returned
Aubra Litchfield was in charge
of the program. The meeting this week from Detroit, where
opened with song, followed by she has been the guest of relascripture and prayer. After the tives.
• • •
program a delicious lunch was
served to Mesdames Smitti Low- )Mrs. James Eldridge, the formery, Mitchell Lowery, Noble er Celeste Yates, is visiting her
Parish, Euclid Quertermous, John husband in Biloxi, Miss., where
Parr, Jim Blackburn, Ray Black- he is stationed with the U. S.
burn, L. C. Talley, F. G. Low- Coast Guards.• • •
e' y, Raymond Moore, Dave PerGlendall Singleton, who is emkins, Tom Bugg, Mrs Aubra
Litchfield. Mrs. Henson was a ployed at the U. S. Signal Depot, Lexington, spent last weekvisitor.
end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Singleton, near
Fredonians Attend
Princeton.
•••
Presbytery
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett Morgan
.4 Attending the Presbytery from
were visitors in
Hopkinsville
the Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church, Fredonia, were Mr. and Monday.
• • •
Mrs. Tom Bugg, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Chastian Pasteur is visitRay Blackburn, Noble Parish
and Aubra Litchfield. Mr. Bugg ing her husband, Pvt. Frank A.
Beach, Fla.
was delegate. The meeting was Pasteur, in Atlantic
•••
held at Rose Creek, near MadiMrs. Gilbert Andrews, Greensonville.

Oh Weill Pop
Doesn't Need
'Em Anyway
(Associated Press Features)
Tired of your own accessories? Try your husband's.
The girls in Hollywood are
having fun with the mannish
accessory theme.
Instead of an honest-togoodness belt, Dolores Moran
slips a brown and yellow tie
through the belt loops of a
beige flannel skirt and wears
it, ends flying, as a belt.
A fondness for vests causes
Brenda Marshall to swipe her
husband's vests. She has them
recut to fit herself, and knits
gaily colored backs for them.
If you have trouble keeping
your skirt hanging at an even
keel, you might take a tip
from Nancy Coleman. She
wears suspenders.

Since 1879 the lixe-expectancy
of American wage-earners and
their families has almost doubled.

The Leader
Congratulates

Thanks to
modern science,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Black- lumber is now easily treated to
burn, Fredonia, on the birth of make it highly fire-resistant.
a son, Richard Lawrence, April
A new chemical, ammonium
11.
sulfamate, makes draperies, upEverybody reads The Leader. holstery and clothing fireproof.
'41

ville, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Louise Jones and grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Davis,Plum
street.
•* *
Mrs. Jane Miller is visiting her
husband, Pvt. Raymond Miller,
at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Hodge,
Evansville, visited relatives here
Wednesday.
• • •
Mrs. L. C. O'Hara has been
ill this week at her home on
Hopkinsville Road, but is reported improved.
• • •
Mrs. I. B. Tanner returned
Mondgy from San Francisco,
Calif., where she visited her
daughter, Mrs. Reno Davis, who
accompanied her home.
• • •
Miss Bethel Solomon left Wednesday for her home near Paducah where she will spend the
remainder of the week with relatives.
Chemically-treated woo dresists rot and has an estimated
length of life three to ten times
that of untreated wood.
The average length of life for
Americans in 1868 was approximately 40 years, as against 64
years today.

75_7W,
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for
Easter
Loveliness
With Easter a few days off make
your appointment now for one of
our lovely permanent waves at
Grace's Beauty Shop, at the rear of
Sharp's Barber Shop.
Mrs. McMorris is familiar with the
public here, as she was here during
the Holidays and January, connected
with the Walker's Beauty Salon.
She cordially invites you to visit
her for your beauty needs. *

GRACE'S BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 478
,, ivIADM
r. ,1,..11It
1
it,
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GOLDNAMER'S OFFER YOU CERTIFIED COLD STORAGE FOR YOUR FUR COATS . . . PRESERVES AND
-a
rri

Dk
. S. Chapter
n
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has always been the time
for quality fashions.....

Pa&cis
17 jewels

$275°

The
RONZOLEUM
ncrete Burial Vault
roven Dependability

Play Up to the bright, sunny days of Spring . . . go all out for
smartness at Easter in these long wearing, timelessly styled fashions. In strict conformity with 0. P. A. regulations they're strict in
fabric yardage but admiringly ample in style.

LATEST STYLES FOR WORK OR DRESS

an

e School of Instruction and
1 inspection of the 0. E. S.
held in Marion, Monday,
12. Instruction was held
30 that afternoon, with
Josephine Harkins BrownWorthy Grand Matron, in
e. Stations were filled by
hers of the district. Among
the district Deputy Grand
on,.Mrs. Hattie Winn and
A. M. Pfieffer. At 6:30 the
of the Marion Methodist
ch were opened to many
he members and visitors
e they were served dinner.
his nine the Worthy Grand
on and distinguished guests
introduced. At 7:45, a beauand impressive patriotic Ada, arranged and directed by
Mayme Curry, Past Grand
on, Princeton, was presentY the Princeton Chapter, in
r of Mrs. Josephine BrownGifts from different chaptere piesented by Mrs. Hatinn. At 8:15, Marion chapt-

We've a serviceable selection of coats, suits, dresses and millenery to take you right through the season and long after. Every
type is provided for someone . . . come all.

DRESSES
Ann Louise Originals (Juniors)
Caroll King
Claire Kay (Juniors)
Georgianna
Martha Manning
Evelyn Alden
Sty-Art - Lamp! Knit
Loma Leed
Redfern

Beauty
Permanence
Strength

We feature Barbizon Underwear and Blouses, Joan Kenley Blouses—
Jautzen Girdles.
Too, we have a complete line of costume Jewelry and other accessories to
match every costume. Choose our store to make that Easter selection
that will accent the lovelier you.

Sold only Thru
Funeral Directors.
WO and Serviced by

KArfER JOH N/
,oncrete Products
Paducah. Ky.

GOLDNAMER'S
Denham's Jewelry Store

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

"Headlong" into Spring! In
an Easter Bonnet, and with
pride, we point to the famous

DOBBS

SEE US AT OUR STORE FOR THAT SUMMER PROTECTIO.

,• regular weekly meeting
Senior Girl Scouts Monnight, members discussed
mmunity Old-Fashioned
to be held at the Elks
room Saturday, May 1.
party is to be for benefit
Recreation Program, sponby the P. T. A., under the
hip of Rumsey Taylor, Sr.
,ylor spoke to the Girl
Monday, explaining the
of the recreation pro:nd how the Scouts may
lul as to its success.
:Le close of the meeting,
,up sang the National Andfter which they recited
rd's Prayer. Margaret Tervis was at the piano.
cot were Jean Carolyn
f Suzanne Sparks, Betty
an, Allie Butler, Mary Ann
r, Marilu Howton, Dot
Josephine
Creekmur,
Jean Bright, and Margaret
Davis. Martha Jane Lester
accepted into the memberOuida Lester and Mrs.
t were visitors. Mrs. Mary
leader, presided at the
mg.

er, No. 135 was opened in full
ritualistic form. The inspection
included Princeton Chapter No.
315 and Vera Chapter No. 82.
The work of the three chapters
was beautifully exemplified and
was highly complimented by the
Grand Officers and other visitors.
Attending from Princeton were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Curry,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Wood, Mrs.
Robert Traylor, Mrs. Frances
Granstaff, Mrs. Lois Adams, Mrs.
Louisa Craig, Mrs. L. C. Lisman,
Mrs. Hugh Goodwin, Mrs. John
Stinebaugh, Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers, Mrs. Thomas Winters, Mrs.
Jessie Williams and Misses Amy
Nichols, Maggie Dunbar, Pamelia
Gordon and Eliza Nall.
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Rationing Burden
Put On Homemaker

OPTOMETRIST
E. Main St.

For You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, '7 days every
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidneys mtust constantly remove surplus fluid, exam acids and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blood
without injury to health, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole system is upset when kidneys fail
to (unction properly.
Burning,scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
Why not try Dean's Pills? You will
be using a medicine recommended the
country over. Doan'• stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Dean's today. Use with confidence.
At all drug store..

DOAN'S PILLS

HOPE CHEST HELD BODIES—Wrapped in
boxes and stuffed
in this cope chest, Denver police found the decomp
osed bodies of
three infants. Detective Capt. James Childer
iams, 23, admitted she was the mother, and s said Bernice Willd them after
birth. Left to right are Childers, Coroner drowne
Gus Economy, and
assistant district attorney Dave Rosner.
—AP Telemat

Hart's Bust Of Clay
Presented To U. K.
Joel T. Hart's bust of Gen.
Cassius M.
Clay,
Kentucky
emancipationist, editor of the
True American, and Ambassador
to Russia during the war between the states, has been given
to the University of Kentucky,
by Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Marsteller
of Cleveland, Ohio, and Richmond, Ky. Mr. Marsteller is
General Clay's step-grandson, a
son of the late Mrs. Brutus Clay.
One hundred and eighteen
miles of tunnel are used to bring
water to New York City

Grew To Speak At
U. K. Finals, June 4
Joseph C. Grew, United States
Ambassador to Japan from February 1932, until outbreak of
the war, will deliver the address
at the 76th annual June commencement exercises at the University of Kentucky, Friday,
June 4.
Everybody reads The Leader
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

Sweetpotatoes are a "war
Women Who Are
crop", this year, which means
Hard Of Hearing
that a large part of the commerTo make this simple, no
hearing test. If you are
cial crop will go to the Armed
arily deafened, bothered by
Forces, and in a dehydrated
ing
buzzing head noises
form, to the Allies, overseas.
hardened or coagulated
Valuable food as they are, and
(cerumen), try the
easy to grow, there should be
Method test that so Ounne"
many al
some in every garden. A 100enabled them to hear
well
foot row should make 1 1-2
You must hear better riltr•
bushels of fine potatoes, from 75
ing this simple test
plants. Now is the time ta ;tart
your money back at
the plant bed.
about Ourine Ear
The size of the bed depends on
at Dawson's Drug Store.
the number of plants desired.
A bed 3 by 6 feet accommodates
a bushel of seed, and should
produce 1,500 plants for earlyMay setting but if drawing is
continued until June 15, the latest practicable setting date, from
3,000 to 4,000.
Creomulsion reh...
The best way is to make a hot
cause it goes right •
trouble to help I
bed with a pit 15 inches deep,
germ laden phfegir
for 12 inches of properly preto soothe and hea.
pared horse manure, and a cover
named bronchial •
branes. Tell your d!
of earth, 3 inches. A 12-inch
a bottle of Creomu:
plank frame should enclose the RAISER'S FIRST CARRIER—Firs
t of the new type aircraft
derstan
ding you ru •
bed. Another, though slower way, escort carriers to be built by Henry Kaiser slides down the ways
quickly allays tti,
is a cold frame, with 12-inch
christe
to have your ni.
ned the Alazon Bay, was
at Vancouver, Wash. The vessel,
sides. In either case, the potatoes sponsored by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. Kaiser plans to build
are laid so as not to touch each
six of these vessels a month.
—AP Telemat
other. Then they are covered
forCoughs,ChestColds,11
with 4 inches of new sawdust, or
U. K.-Sponsored Program
light soil taken from
where
Wins High Radio Award
sweetpotatoes have not
been
The University of Kentucky
grown for at least two years, to
radio studios and radio station
avoid any chance of carry-over
KOAC, Corvallis, Ore., recently
of disease.
With an advance report that
received a George Foster PeaDisease may also be carried on
the seed sweets, and these should more than 1,000 Victory Garden body award, known as the Pulibe treated, even though they plots along the Illinois Central tzer prize of radio. The award
appear healthy. Mercury having Railroad right-of-way have al- was made for a series of radio
gone to war, corrosive sublimate ready been allotted, announce- transcriptions on veneral disis difficult to find, but in its ment is made by R. E. Barr, eases prepared at the University
INSURANCE OF AU
stead, borax may be used, easy vice-president in charge of traf- and broadcast for the first time
to get, inexpensive, and quite fic, that he is offering cash over KOAC.
KINDS
effective. The borax is dissolved awards in a system-wide compeThe series, ten transcribed
in water, 6 pounds to 30 gallons, tition. Thirty awards will be talks by Dr. Charles Baker of the
the potatoes soaked 10 minutes. made, the top" being $100.
Fayette county health departW. C. Sparks
This solution
Competition is open to all ment, was prepared under the
will treat 50
bushels of seed, and half this, employes who
plant
Victory direction and supervision of E.
up to 25, but no less amount Gardens on the right-of-way or G. Sulzer, publicity and radio
Glenn E. Farmer
than 15 gallons should be made, on adjacent railroad -owned pro- director at U. K.
using 3 pounds of borax. The perty. Photographs of the gardSam Koltirs
potatoes may be bedded wet, ens at their peak of production,
Cork bark is removed every
with no rinsing. With the solu- together with diagrams showing eight or ten years.
tion that remains, the frame and arrangements and varieties of
the sash should be thoroughly vegetables, plus records of exswabbed, or the canvas covering penses and yields, should be subthoroughly soaked, the idea be- mitted to Mr. Barr before Seping to make everything about tember 30, and will be considerthe bed surgically clean, so that ed by three qualified judges.
no germs of black rot and soil
"It is hoped this contest will
stain may remain alive. Any spur interest of employes and
solution that still remains should others living along the Illinois
be poured away where no living Central," said Mr. Barr, "so they
thing may get to it.
will grow vegetables for immedWITHOUT CO -MAKERS
iate consumption, as well as for
APPLICATIONS FROM FARMERS ARE ESPECIA
home canning. This will, we beLY INVITED AT THIS TIME OF THE YEAR
Airport Lights
lieve, help to release commercial
If it's inconvenient to make
A great airliner swoops in for
your application in person,
vegetables for other
wartime
out and mail this ad to our
a landing at night. Lights blaze
office and full information
uses and thus contribute to an
over the airport, marking the
be mailed to you promptly.
early victory."
runway and spelling safety for
106/
1 2 Market St.
Phone
Maurice Fr
the landing. But suppose those ing. Normally, such
Princeton, Ky.
lights are
Manager
470
lights go out at the crucial on a series circuit, so
that if
moment. Fifteen to twenty lives the system were damage
d all
lives may be snuffed out in an the lights would be extingu
ished.
instant. At the Washington, D.
C., air terminal experiments
COP POP AT ION oc KY INC 04 POWATIO
Everybody reads The Leader
have eliminated this possibility.
Two electric circuts are used to
supply the boundary and other
important lights. If one circuit
110
fails as the result of any accident, the other keeps at least
hall the lights on the field burn-

How To Relie
Bronchitis

CREOMULSIO

I. C. Offers Cash
Prizes For Gardens

niters a c mance
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Comfort

F ALL THE DYNAMIC INDUSTRIES,
THE NATION PERHAPS OWES ITS GREATEST DEBT
OF GRATITUDE TO THE RAILROADS"
—ERIC A. JOHNSTON, Pre.idert
United Slates Chamber oi Comessoc•

And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

Service Insurance Agency
S. Harrison Street

Phone 490

Fire—Automobile — Marine — Casualty —
Fidelity —Surety

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
W. L. STODGILL,
Assistant Manager.

MOH

with
boys
So y
get
frills

THE epic story of war production

now
I being written by American industry
has no parallel. Equipment of every
conceivable kind is rolling off the
assembly lines — tanks, guns, planes,
jeeps,
shells. The flow is ceaseless. The
army
alone demands half a million
separate
items that must be manufactured.
From
the Atlantic to the Pacific,
from the
Mexican border to Canada,
factories
are producing as never before.
It is a tremendous job, and
industry
has proved itself equal to the
task. The
railroads are an active, dominant
part
of it all. As an extension of
the assembly
lines of industry, they mave
raw materials into manufacturing
plants, then

carry the finished products to military
or naval bases, or to wherever the
for them exists.
People everywhere are becoming
more conscious of the railroads in con'
nection with war production. Without
them the huge volume of war goods
now rolling from assembly lines would
be reduced to a trickle. "Of all the
dynamic industries of America," says
the president of the United States
Chamber of Commerce, "the nation
perhaps owes its greatest debt of gratitude to the railroads."
As one of the nation's great railroads,
the Illinois Central is conscious of its
war obligations and is fulfilling them
J. L. BE YEN, Prosiciont

ILLINOIS

CENTRA

L
SYSTEM
One of America's
Railroads—All United for Victory
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Service Insurap
Agency

Complete Service

Coffee is rationed but Insurance is not, and
probably
never will be. And the more you spread
this staunch
protection, the more you serve the war
effort. As a
"Purchaser" of insurance, you protect the
home front
in a vital way, and you needn't have any fear
of stock
shortages on your "shelves".during the war.
So make
a real effort to buy more insurance than
ever before,
and be sure that the "brand" that you buy
bears the
name of a strong, reliable company.

Lod
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1 M.
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Wanted! Men And

Sweetpotato Plant Beds

Convenience

Coffee and Insurance
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THE GARDEN

Dr. Hattie C. Watt
Kidneys Must
Work Well-

sday, April 15,

IIKRACTI-N0-1401t

Although food was rationed so
that each may get his fair share,
it does not mean necessarily that
each will get a fair share of
nutt itive value. Whether he does
depends on the homemaker who
plans meals, spends ration coupons and prepares food.
Now more than ever it is
neccessary to take time for the
planning of meals and the spending of ration points, say home
economists at the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. The people at home
must be well fed nutritionally
if they are to do the war jobs
expected of them in the coming months. Here are suggestions
to homemakers for getting the
most for both the money and
ration points spent.
1. Check on your stock of canned and stored foods, as well as
that in the refrigerator. Then
buy to supplement those foods,
not duplicate them.
2. Plan meals for the day and PATTON HONORS CHAPLAIN—Wearing his pearl-handle
d
week with alternate dishes in revolvers, Lt. Gen. George S. Patton (left) pins the Silver Star
mind so that final plans may be on the tunic of Chaplain Leon N. Goraline of New Boston, Texas.
The citation said that the chaplain, under enemy
changed at the store or market "displayed
artillery fire,
unusual courage and attention
duty" when he
if necessary.
acted as a guard while a companion destroyto
ed abandoned guns
3. Buy fresh or frozen foods and other materiel, preventing
them from falling into enemy
when possible rather than comhands. (Associated Press Radiophoto from U. S.
Signal corps.)
mercially canned ones.
4. Study the label on a can to
learn about quantity, quality
and other information given.
5. Choose the size that is most
economical for your use. Usually
16 ounces or 1 fluid pint, or 1
pound, equals two measuring
cups.
6. Buy the quality best suited
for your purpose. Don't waste
points on high grade fruits if
they are to be used in a salad
or pie.
7. Cook all foods quickly to
save the vitamins.
8. Use the juices from vegetables or fruits for they contain
both vitamins and minerals of
the food. Serve the vegetable
liquid with the vegetable whenever possible, or in sauces, soups
and gravies. Use fruit juice with
the fruit, thicken it for pudding
sauces, or keep it cold and use
it soon in beverages, or as
sweetening for desserts.

Phone 250
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And
Women Who Are
Hard Of Hearirv

THE 2nd WAR LOAN DRIVE IS ON!

To make this
simple, waling test. If you
ire
rily deafened, bothered
ng buzzing head noises
ardened or coagulated
cerumen), try the °urine
lethod test that so many
nabled them to hear well
'ou must hear better after
ng this simple test
or

America...you've

our money back at
once.
bout Ourine Ear
Drops
t Dawson's Drug store.
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How To Reit
Bronchiti
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creomulsion relieves pro

CI
1.1

cause it goes right to the seat
trouble to help loosen and
• erm laden phlegm, and aid
o soothe and heal raw, te
)• wiled bronchial mucous
branes. Tell your druggist to
bottle of Creomulsion with
erstanding you must like the
ickly allays the cough or
o have your money back.
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ERICA — Let's be frank about it ... so far, many of us back
home have been fighting this war from an easy chair.
Many of us have bought War Bonds out of extra cash, out of
money we didn't miss too much. We haven't been really tough
with ourselves.
But this war is a hard, down-to-reality war. And many of our
boys are dying in it.
We've got to buy MORE
So your government asks you to buy Bonds and more Bonds — to
get really tough with yourself. We're asking you to give up the
frills and "extras" for the rest of this war.
We know how human it is not to make sacrifices until the crisis
drives us to it. In England they felt the same way until the bombs
started falling. Now they can't do enough!
Bombs are such persuasive things. But just as persuasive ought
to be the spirit of our brothers, sons, husbands — who are ready to
give all. Think now . . . what are your dollars, compared to
their lives?
If you could see
Look at it this way — suppose you had a magic carpet that could
take you to Africa and New Guinea. Suppose you could hear the
groan of American boys wounded, and American boys dying . . .
Say now, how many Bonds would you buy?

AM

That kind of war
THEY ... are dying. And they will keep on dying until we drown
the enemy in an overwhelming torrent of bombs, bullets, guns,
tanks, planes, ships, and shells.
That's why we're asking you, in this one month of April alone,
to lend Uncle Sam 13 billions of dollars — by buying War Bonds.
13 billions of extra dollars — over and above any buying that you'd
be doing anyway!
A lot of money
Of course, 13 billion dollars is a lot of money. It'll take sweat and
tears to raise it. It'll mean going without now. But also—it will
mean savings now—to buy later. It'll mean giving up everything
you can't square with your conscience, so that we, us, our children,

can have a better, more decent place to live in when this war is won.
The drive is on
So during this month of April, if someone calls on you to ask you to
buy War Bonds in this 2ND WAR LOAN DRIVE, will you buy to
the limit—and then buy more?
Better yet, will you go to your Bank, Postoffice, or wherever
you're used to buying your Bonds — and buy NOW? Will you
lend extra money this month? Money that can hasten the day of
Victory? Money that can help to save American lives—perhaps your
son's or your brother's or your husband's—by helping to shorten
this war?
Money buys money
Remember, what you're really buying with your money is still more
money. For after all, these Bonds are money! Money plus! Every
dollar you put into War Bonds will bring you a dollar plus interest.
So the more Bonds you buy the better for you. Americans
Get Tough — with yourselves — for your country.
There Are 7 Different Types of U. S. Government Securities
— Choose the Ones Best Suited for You:
United States War Savings Bonds— Series E: The perfect investment for
individual and family savings. Gives you back $4 for every $3 when the
Bond matures. Designed especially for the smaller investor. Dated 1st
day of month in which payment is received. Interest: 2.9% a year if held
to maturity. Denominations: $25, $50, $100, $500, $1000. Redemption:
any time 60 days after issue date. Price: 75% of maturity valnr.
2% Treasury Bonds of 1964-1969: Readily marketable, acceptable as
bank collateral, these Bonds are ideal investments for trust ft -ids, estates
and individuals. A special feature provides that they may be redeemed at
par and accrued interest for the purpose of satisfying Federal estate taxes.
Dated April 15, 1943; due June 15, 1969. Denominations: $500, $1000,
$5000, $10,000, $100,000 and $1,000,000. Redemption: Not callable till
June 15, 1964; thereafter at par and accrued interest on any interest date
at 4 months' notice. Price: par and accrued interest.
/
8% Certificates of Indebtedness;
Other Securities: Series "C" Tax Notes; 7
2% Treasury Bonds of 1950-1952; United States Savings Bonds Series "F";
United States Savings Bonds Series "G."

THEY GIVE THEIR LIVES...YOU LEND YOUR MONEY!
This Advertisement Is Sponsored In the Interest Of Victory By The

Kentucky Whip & Collar Co.
UNITED STATES TREASURY WAR FINANCE COMMITTEE

WAR SAVINGS STAFF

VICTORY FUND COMMITTEE
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In North Carolina

IN
1UNIFORM
Pvt. James S Taylor, Princeton, has been transferred from
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to
Ft. Lewis, Wash., for basic training.
* * *
Pvt. Harold Hollowell, Ft.
Leonard Wood, Mo., spent a furlough here this week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arch Hollowell.
* * *
George French, son of Mrs.
Ethel French, Highland Ave.,
has been promoted to rank of
Pfc. Pfc. French is attached to
Pvt. Richard Fralix
the Medical Corps at Camp
Pvt. Richard Fralix, son of
Gordon, Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Fralix, Fre*
*
*
at Camp
Kelsie Tudor, U. S. Army, is donia, is stationed
on furlough, visiting his par- Davis, N. C.
ents near Princeton.
*

*

THE 2nd WAR LOAN
DRIVE IS ON!

*

*
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CLASSIFIED ADS

CALDWELL COUNTY'S QUOTA

an adequate s:
in sight for this summer,'
said. "But there bi a d
possibility of a sh,- • •
milk supplies in r
the fall or sometime after
HELP WANTED — Immediate
opening; good Watkins route
"That is going to mean
in Princeton. Car experience
unnecessary; average earning method of dividing up
$25 weekly; pay starts immedi- among consumers."
ately. Largest company, best
known products, biggest deSan'a, capital of Yemen,
mand_ Write J. R. Watkins Co., bia, has a population of
Memphis,
70-90 W. Iowa Ave..
50,000 and is on a lofty plates
2tp
Tenn.
Templeton. Phone 103-2
FOR SALE-2 used automobiles.
One 1942 Hudson and a 1938 FREE! If Excess acid
causes
Buick. See 0. E. Allen. 800 N.
pains of Stomach Ulcers
Jefferson St. Tel. 165-W. 2tp
digestion, Heartburn,
WANTED: Good quiet work and
saddle horse or mare. At least
/
2 hands, about 6 years old.
151
J. D. Morse, star Route No. 5
ltp

$279,500.00
If you Can't Carry a Gun
Put One in the Hands of
A Man who Can!

*

Waymon Wyatt
Waymon Wyatt, brother of
Mrs. Alice Denham, has recently
been promoted to Provost-Sergeant. He has been in the Army
fourteen years and has been in
North Africa since December.
Mrs. Wyatt is making her home

here.
Mrs. Stephens has been visiting
her parents here for more than
a week.
* * *
Billy White, son of Mr. arid
Mrs. Herman White, Cobb, has
been promoted to rank of Sergeant. Sgt. White is stationed
at Columbus, Miss., in the Army

Be..,

First National Bank

Bloating, Nausea, Gas
FOR SALE. 1 pair good work
get free sample, Udga, at
mules: also one good young
son Drug Store.
3R.!
saddle and work mare. See
Alvin Lisanby.
2t WANTED—M
an for Raw
Route in Caldwell
FEMALE HELP WANTED: WoPRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Permanent
if you
men—no experience necessary
ler. For particulars
for general work in large tealeigh's,
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Dept.
KYR 2:5-1
room kitchen, near Chicago.
Freeport, Ill. or see Claud
Starting salary $20 a week plus
Young, Kuttawa, Ky. It
meals. Chance to learn restaurant cooking. Transportation refunded.
Write
Hearthstone BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds. I'
Air Corps. He is a former emThe
Leader
the
is
most
powertested, $5.95 and up.
Seed Saver
Restaurant. Winnetka.
ploye of the Western Kentucky
ful advertising medium in exisshipments Mondays or
Make your seeds come true!
days. White for prices. H
Gas Co. here.
tence . . . so far as this trade TOMATO PLANTS ready now.
The Department of Agriculture
716 West Jefferson, Lc
Egg plants, cabbage and pep* * *
area
is
concerned.
per
recommends
Ky.
ready
Victory
that
season
in
gardA. H.
Lieut. (lid Shelby Pool, Ft
eners treat seeds before plantKnox, spent last week-end with
ing with an organic mercury
friends and relatives here.
dust disinfectant. Market gardeners have long used this simple
technique as a protection of seeds
Fresh Coffee Tip
against rot in the soil. The disinGuard with care that metal
fectant is now available in garcap formerly used on decaffein- den-size packets and is used by
Due to the fact that the roasters of Parker House Coffee could not obtain
ated and regular coffee if you dropping a tiny quantity into
cans or containers for their coffee, the Red Front Stores purchased from them
want your future coffee to stay each package of seed and shakfresh while you're using so spar- ing vigorously.
a quantity of their genuine high class Parker House Coffee in 50 lb. bags ii
ingly of it. The new cardboard
that the Red Front Customers could continue to use this splendid coffee.
More than 30,000,000 immicap which -is taking its place for grants have been admitted to
This Parker House coffee will be weighed out to you at each Red Front Store and
the duration is all right for un- the United States since 1868.
ground
for you at the time of purchase, assuring you the very best quality and
opened vacuum pack jars. But
flavor.
The
price is very low, the quality with its well known "More cups pes
once opened, your coffee will
The inland highlands of Yestay fresh longer, if you have a men, in Arabia, have produced
pound" its of even more value for your ration points. A. 30c; 2 pounds 59c.
metal cap to replace it.
coffee since Mahomet's time.
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PARKER HOUSE COFFEE

ONLY THE CLOTHES
ARE DIFFERENT, THE
SPIRIT IS THE SAME . .

Easter....

= %,‘,41%%,„•koac

for that Easter

Chocolate Nut Finger

11).23(

- Cookies
Mustard
10(
'
Corn Flakes
9c
- Jar Caps
do.21(
===
Bisc-O-Bits
pkg. 11(
Oleomargarine Epiit 23(
ir
- Navy Beansc
I j(
Giant Lemon

lb. 14

_=

Glen Oak

=
==

large 12 oz. jar
Kellogg's

Pants

New Spring Hats in tan,
brown, Grey and Blue.

and

Shirts

to

match in blue, tan and
green.

Outfit,

visit

our

store

today and make your selection

from

our

many

' Spring styles.

large 11 oz. pkg

Bernardin 2 piece
Mason
real good
cracker

Doris Dodson Dresses in
one and two-piece styles in
bright colorful floral patterns as well as pastels . . .
other styles just as attract-

extra fine Quality

choice hand picked
2 lbs.
(low point ration)

ive.

New Pajamas for Spring
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As ociation. There is

IS

Alton D. Corbin, Franklin St,
was recently promoted from
private first class to corporal.
Cpl. Corbin entered the service
in November and is now assigned as an Ordnance Clerk at the
Blythe Army Air Base, Blythe
Calif.
James W. McCaslin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. M. McCaslin, W.
Main St., has been promoted to
grade of Corporal at Camp
Joseph T. Robinson, Ark. Prior
to his induction in January, Cpl.
McCaslin was employed as a
postal clerk in the Postoffice
here.
* *
*
Pvt. E. M. Heather, Franklin
St., has been transferred from
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind. to
Ft. Lewis, Wash., for basic training.
* * *
Lieut. Joseph J. Stephens, U.
S. Army, spent a brief furlough
here this week at the home of
Mrs. Stephens parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Leech, W. Main St.

Notified to apia,,o Wudn

For Solicitors to Call On You but

S-Sgt. James T. Wynn, Camp
Butner, N. C., spent last weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Hular Wynn, Eddyville,
Route 1.
*
*
*
Elmo Hunter, U. S. Army, stationed at Ft. Knox, spent last
week-end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Hunter, near
Princeton.
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= crisp and tender

Bright new Silk Ties are
men's attraction.
Too, we have a new

•

Also we have a complete line of new
SPRING HOSIIERY
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Sunshine
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quart jar

CARROTS
rich in vitamin
FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT

- ORANGES, Florida
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tender, fresh

HEXAGON SALT

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
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all wool — shirts to

JEFFERSON ISLAND
plain or iodised
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MARINE HERO AND BRIDE—Sgt. Albert A. Schmid,
who was
nearly blinded after killing 200 Japs in a single Guadalcan
gagement last August, looks over gifts with his bride in al enPhiladelphia. His wife, the former Ruth Hartley, refused to let
break their engagement on his return to the United States. him
They
plan to build a home with the $20,000 Schmid expects
to receive
from the movie dramatization of the story of his heroism.

Mayor Asks Community
To Make Dollars Fight
As Mayor of Princeton, I ask my fellow citizens to
join to the full extent of their financial ability in the
Treasury Department's Second War Loan Campaign, which
opened April 12.
I feel sure when the final returns are in, our community will stand high among cities and towns of our size and
resources in the country.
The government is asking for the loan of 13 billion
dollars to help prosecute this war. We have sent our fathers, sons, brothers and friends off to fight. We must provide
money to put the finest weapons and other munitions in
their hands, that they can end this war as quickly as
possible.
The Second War Loan Campaign is more than a mere
transfer of our money to the government for a period at
good interest rates. It is a demonstration of our will to
Victory and our desire to back up our men on the fighting
lines.
There are the familiar War Bonds, tax certificates,
and other long term and short term securities. Democracy
never has given a finer example of its strength than in this
forthcoming 'Second War Loan appeal. Workingman and
business man, professional man and industrialist, housewife
and war worker—all may send their dollars off to fight
alongside our troops.
If there ever was a time when we should, as a community, sound a patriotic note in a public undertaking, it
is in this campaign.
Let us all take to our hearts the theme of this campaign: "They Give Their Lives, You Lend Your Money."
DR. W. L. CASH,
Mayor

each 61It

31(
lb. 21(

doz.

Agent
0

S Jefferson

Phone 25

First printer in the western
hemisphere was Giovanni Paoli
of Mexico City, in 1539.

12:30 - /:00 P. M.
One half hour of communion with the Father through
Christ Jesus each of these days will make this Easter
Season a rich blessing.
Laymen will lead us on thoughts relating to the last days
in the life of the Master.
MONDAY, April 19
"That Upper Room"
Mr. John Graham
TUESDAY, April 20
"In the Shadow of Death, Jesus
Prayed" — Mr. Frank Wood
WEDNESDAY, April 21
"From The Garden"
Mr. Kelsey Cummins
THURSDAY, April 22
"A Worthy Appraisal"
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal
FRIDAY, April 23
"The Meaning of the Cross"
Mr. Rumsey Taylor
There will be time set apart for prayer meditation, and
for the singing of great Easter hymns.

Insurance
RES

The first stripping of cork from
young trees takes place when
they are 15 to 20 years of age.

APRIL 19-23,1943

For Sound

ohn E. Young,

The Princeton Presbytery, with
approximately 25 ministers and
elders of Presbyterian churches
of this section of Kentucky attending, is in session at the Central Presbyterian Church here
today. The meeting began Wednesday and will adjourn tonight.
C. D. Hina, Marion, is moderator, and the Rev. Ravell Williams,
Hopkinsville, is stated clerk. Dr.
George Watson, Louisville, principal speaker, delivered his message Wednesday night to
a
large congregation.

Central Presbyterian .Church

riday, April 16, 2:00 p.m.—
any, with Mrs. Leo Coleman.
uesday, April 17, 2:00 p.m.—
Pond with Mrs. Homer
chell.
ednesday, April 18, 2:00 p.m.
rider with Mrs. J. C. Myers.

See or Phone

25 Ministers, Elders Of
Presbyterian Churches
End Meeting Tonight

Pre-Easter Services

ursday, April 15, 2:00 p. m.
iendship with Mrs. Joe Stan-

MAT

Faced with the task of enrolling 100,000 more members of
the Women's Army Auxiliary
Corps throughout the Nation by
June 30, the U. S. Army has
re-opened its recruiting station
in Paducah, to enable Western
Kentucky women more easily to
join the WAAC.
An officer of the WAAC, Lt
Martha J. Bailey, formerly of
the faculty of Centre College,
Danville, and a WAAC member,
Aux. Vanda L. Simpson, are assigned to the Paducah district
to assist women who wish to
join the Corps. .They plan to
travel extensively and will visit
Princeton within the next few
weeks.
To join the WAAC a woman
must be between 21 and 44 years
old, and must have no dependents and no children under 14.
Prospective applicants may get
information and application forms
by writing the U. S. Army Recruiting Station, 29, Postoffice
Building, Paducah.
"Every woman who enrolls in
the WAAC takes over a noncombatant job now held by 4 a
soldier, and gives him a chance
to move up to the front lines
for fighting duty," Lieutenadlt
Bailey has explained. "The Army
urgently needs soldiers who are
trained for overseas duty, and
every woman who enrolls in the
WAAC automatically releases a
soldier who can be sent to the
front."
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Buy War Bonds And Stamps

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 15, 1943

ter Seal Sale
Launched For
ippled Children

oning Of Milk Is
• icted This Year

They Give Their Lives-You Lend Your Money...

Number 41

Men Are Trained
To Shear Sheep
To help provide trained men
to shear sheep this season, the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture gave two short
courses in shearing at Lexington
and one course at the Western
Kentucky Experiment Substation
at Princeton. Men were taught
how to operate shearing machtnes efficiently in removing
fleeces. Instructors included Jack
Dennis of Versailles, and Harold

r271027
3
/1.
The Spice of
EASTER PARADE

The services are planned for the entire community. They will begin on time and end promptly. We welcome you. Make Christ real
in your own experience.
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Here's a new approach to the Easter clothes problem for your soldiers on the home front! Your
new clothes have to keep up your spirits, keep
you cheerful and confident! They're YOUR wartime uniform! But, like other uniforms, they
must be bought for long service.
Well-cut, simple clothes will furnish a background for the spice of accessories; they'll give
longer wear . . . and lend themselves to remodeling.
All these things we kept in mind in selecting your
Easter apparel!

etivike

t fitk

00"
Styled For Miss or Matron!

EASTER HATS
1.98
A smart hat will be your
spring tonic! New padre sailors, demure bonnets, fetching
pompadour types and dashing
berets! New colors to match
spring clothes!
Important For Springtime!

RAYON BLOUSES
1.29
Your choice of
tailored or dressy types! Washable rayon in
pastel colors. 3240.

You Should Own Several!

RAYON SKIRTS
2.98
Fetching gored
or pleated styles
or your spring
wear! Gay colors and plaids!
•
Color In Your Accessories!

SPRING GLOVES

A Delightful Variety Of Casual Or Dressy Fashions!

WOMEN'S RAYON DRESSES
lb_Unusual Lingerie Trimmings!
•Fascinating Spring Colors!

4.98

You'll be amazed by the scope of styles in this group!
Soft, sheer frocks for dressy wear with shirred waistline colors . . . others in the popular two-piece mode
with casual set-in belt, and sporting polka dots! 12-20.

98c

Newest Styles!

Smart
little
shorties or long
length! Soft fabrics . . . in lovely spring pastels
Cleverly stitched.

SPRING FROCKS
3.98
Two-piece styles in one
lovely solid color . .
or a print in bright
flower pattern! Suitfrocks, shirtwaists or
button front styles!
Sizes 12 to 20.

New Lingerie For Spring!

RAYON SLIPS

Thrifty Fashions!

BUDGET FROCKS
2.98

1.29

Clever printed spun
rayons that are cut in
the midriff style! Two
piece types that can be
turned into suits! Simple button-front dresses, too! New, bright
colors and combinations! Sizes 12 to 20,
38 to 44.

Dressy sheers
)1- practical service weights
with sleek dull
finish!
Rayons—The Newest In
Hosiery

SPRING HOSIERY
79c

foli,ePeyreev,tg

Dressy sheers or
practical service
For Girls Of All Ages!
weights — with
sleek dull finish!
First You Need A New Purse!

HANDBAGS
1.98

-

Barber, Richard C. Miller and
Of every 1,000 children born in
Dr. W. P,. Garrigus of the college. America, one dies
in the first
year of life as the result of an
Farmers in Estill county are accident,
showing increased interest in hybrid seed corn, and are asking
The Pony Express, originated
for Ky. 72 B, U. S. 13 and Ky. in 1860, was in existence only 16
102.
months.

Trim tophandle,
soft pouches or
slim envelope
styles in any
number
of
spring colors and
fabrics!

GIRLS' FROCKS
1.19
1.98
lto3

7 to 14

Cotton charmers for all the
girls in your family—from
your tiny toddler to teenaged sis! Demure little
princess styles, captivating
basque waists or trim tailored types with all the
pretty trimmings girls love!
Summer prints and plain
colors. Tubable, of course!
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Army Nurses
Watch Their Step

Congress Orders
Investigation Of
Paper Rationing

FOUR STARS IN A.A.U. SWIM MEET—Four swimming stars expected to make a strong b d
for titles in the National A.A.U. Senior Women's swimming meet in Chicago get set for a practice
dip in the Medinah club pool in Chicago. Left to right: Suzanne Zimmerman of Portland, Ore.,
outdoor 100-yard freestyle champion; Ruth Lemmermever of New York City, contender in the
100-yard freestyle event: Nancy Merki of Portland. defending champion in the 400-yard freestyle and Catherine Wernert of New York, junior 100-yard freestyle titlist who has moved up into
—AP Telemat
the senior division.

/Manpower' Problem Is WOMANPOWER
By John Grover
Associated Press Features
Washington. — The manpower
manpower—it's
isn't
problem
womanpower. That explains the
extreme reluctance of Congress
and the executive department to
deal forthrightly wIth this political hot potato.
The bald facts is, childless U.
S. married women aren't toting
a waf load comparable to their
sisters in combatant countries
elsewhere.
Britain and Russia, with relatively larger numbers of men in
the armed forces, are not faced
with manpower breakdowns and
dislocations to the degree the
U. S. is threatened. This is simply because Russian and British
women have moved into war
production and essential civilian
services in greater numbers.
Manpower actuaries estimate a
net increase of 2,700,000 in necessary manpower for 1943, including the 4,000,000 men who are

'Cowboy Quits
After 56 Years
Alamosa, Colo. (1P)—After 56
years of riding horseback, Douglas Rentie, colorful Alamosa cowboy, has retired. "There isn't the
riding and the roping there used
to be," said the
65-year-old
Rentie, who regrets the passing
of the days of the open range,
when a man could ride all the
way to the Brazos and the
Valecitos without opening a gate.
The Leader leads in its field.

destined to go in the military.
This means, actually, an increase of 6,700,000 in civilian employment, 4,000,000 to replace
drafted men and 2,700,000 new
jobs.
Some of the jobs will be taken
by the estimated 1,000,000 to 2,000,000 men who will go back
into the labor pool from war
plant construction, now sharply
curtailed.
Where are the rest coming
from? No matter how the experts figure it, the answer comes
out: "U. S. women, particularly
childless marriaged women, must
be drawn into the labor pool."
Latest available figures show
14,700.000 women working, 30,100,000 listed as homemakers,
and 1,900,000 students over 17.
Of the 14,700,000 working women, 1,600,000 are engaged in
war production. Of the 30,100.000
homemakers,
13,800,000
have
children under 16, leaving 16,300,000 not tied down by the demands of motherhood.

These 16,300,000, plus 1,900,000
students, constitute the largest
labor reserve-18,200,000 women
without juvenile responsibilities.
Further breakdown of this reserve shows 10,200,000 of these
women are over 44 years old.
Tthat leaves 8,000,000 women—
counting the 1,900,000 students
over 17—as the first line of
labor troops available.
Baltimore was picked as a
typical war production center for
recent surveys. Labor needs there
were estimated at 59,000 workers
They found 3,717,000 women of
working age, without home responsibilities, not working, who
could have filled the great bulk
of those jobs.
Random surveys among women
in the 18-50 age group showed
appalling indifference to and incredible ignorance of the critical
situation
Many women frankly said they
thought factory work would
their
social
prestige.
lower
Others said their husbands were

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
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Regular Gas Mfg°
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Oil
Two gallon can
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CORNICK OIL CO.
Hopkins idle St

R. B. Williams, Mgr.

Pilot Tester

Among The
County Agents

Out of 576 cattle tested in
Bracken county, there was only
one reactor.
J. A. Wallace of Metcalfe county is trying Ky. 33 this year,
the first of this variety of tobacco to be planted in the county.
In a swat-the-rooster campaign
poultry dealers in Franklin county will pay 2 cents above market
price for roosters on April 30
and May I.
Sixty-three different varieties
of canned food were included in
the 675 quarts put up by Mrs. J.
M. Feltner of Laurel county last
year.
In a recent check in Green
county, it was found that at
least 200 farmers have changed
from other varieties of tobacco
to Kentucky 16 this year.
A poultry flock of 57 hens belonging to Mrs. R. Hurst in
Fleming county, laid an average
of 21 eggs in February.
As a coffee substitute, equal
amounts of parched wheat and
barley are being used by some
homemakers in Graves county.
Mrs. Estill Sparks of Johnson
county raised enough edible soybeans last fall to give seed to all
members of homemakers' clubs
Samuel Colt, inventor of the in the county.
revolver, made a wooden model
Two
registered
Southdown
in 1829.
flocks have been established in

An American fighter
roars off the ground,
up its speed from a dead
still to more than 300 mils
hour within a few secorrh
pilot is undergoing a ter
strain as the acceleration
creases, but he can stand it
right. But the
world
faster and faster airplanes,
the airplane industry is
ing them. The principal
lem right now is not how
planes eventually will travel,
how much the human being
stand in the way of acce'•
Flight surgeons in an Eas
laboratory are getting ready
solve it, building a "h
centrifuge machine" which r
reproduce acceleration condi
for even greater speeds
plane designers dare to
about now. The "centrifuge
be driven by electricity, the
force known which could
duce the necessary speed.
Graves county, the first in
county.
A 20 percent increase in
litters farrowed this year is
dieted in Carroll county
Homemakers clubs :7 •
county are taking turns .:
ing Sunday night suppers at
USO at Elizabethtown.
Everybody reads The 1.
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C size as New
York
ore than 750
miles of

patch

pockets. Welt stitching on pockets and lapels.
No

wardrobe

is

ready

for

spring unless it can boast a coat
or dress such as either of the
two above.Their simple lines and
perfect tailoring make them ready
to go anywhere, at any time in

I'll find out when
I get back home

Regardless of your requirements you
will find us well equipped to service
your footwear needs. Our stock is
complete in sizes and
widths and priced to meet
with your approval.

UNCLE SAM NEEDS
S13,000,000,000

fine style.

—*-COMPLETE THAT

EASTER OUTFIT

with selections from our complete lines of gloves,
purses, hose and lingerie.
Our piece goods department offer you a wide selection of seersucker, rayons and other materials for
that Spring costume.

—*—

The Lillie F. Murphy Store

Plain Toe Composition Sole$2.49
Cap Toe Tan Welt
$3.95
Full Line Army Style Welt
Dress Shoe
Size 5 to 12

$395

Work Sox
From 10c Pair
Fancy Dress Sox
15c and up

---an average of $100 from every man, woman and child in
the United States

OUR QUOTA Is *172.000
We've Done It Before

We Will Do It Agair!

We are Authorized Issuing Agents

Farmers National Ban
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
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The family cow is in the front
line of Kentucky's wartime liveat-home program and also in the
front ranks of wartime dairy
production, says a new leaflet
of the State College of Agriculture and Home Economics called
"More Milk from Family Cows."
Milk, cream, butter, buttermilk,
cottage cheese and dishes made
from these products can go a
long way in keeping the family
table supplied with good, healthful products.
making plenty. Some feared a
working wife would jeopardize
their husband's draft status. It
was also found that federal
agencies did a poor job of selling
war work to women. Posters
that showed female Sampsons
juggling cauldrons scared away
women who envisioned themselves doing the heaviest kind of
labor.
An exaggerated national chivalry, frequently remarked by
visiting foreigners, has also
hampered recruitment of women.
It makes politicians chary of any
draft of womanpower. The "woman's place is in the home" idea
still carries a lot of weight
around the country.
The fact remains that the bulk
of those 8,000,000 women must
be drawn into employment this
year. Right now, the War Manpower Commission is betting its
blue chips on local campaigns to
recruit women.
The only thing that can stop
an eventual draft, however, is
some other plan that successfully
brings home-makers into the
labor force. It's simply a question
of cold mathematics. There is no
other labor reserve.
Don't forget, either, that Mrs.
Roosevelt has advocated a national service plan for women.
She usually knows which way
the wind blows.
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Cow Looms Big In
Wartime Programs
vA.•
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Al Cornick's

Field, Miss. VP)-Keesler
Hospital
Nurses in the Station
can
they
convinced
here, fully
remarch as well as men, have
regular
getting,
are
and
quested,
drill instruction every week.
"They're all enthusiastic about
the idea, and are reporting for
drill voluntarily," says 1st Lt.
Anna M. Johnson, head nurse.
"And they're getting along fine
with
it, too," adds 2nd Lt.
Thomas M. Chastain, their instructor

(By Associated Press)
Washington.—The House has
ordered an investigation into
whether the government contemplates curtailment of newsprint
and paper, which Rep. Shafer
(R.-Mich.) said would "enable
Congress to determine the extent
to which a conspiracy exists to
of the
destroy the freedom
press."
The same resolution directed
an inquiry into whether the government plans a requirement for
federal grade labeling of articles
and the discharge of private
brand names.
Shafer told the House that "for
a considerable length of time
many of us have been disturbed
at what we believe to be a persistent, determined and concerted
effort by government agencies
and officials to interfere with
and curtail the full freedom of
the press as guaranteed to the
people of America under the
Constitution." He added:
"These efforts seemed to have
reached their climax in the filing
of what I term the spite suit
against The Associated Press last
August, a suit which alleges that
The Associated Press is a monopoly and that it has operated in
violation of the anti-trust laws.
"It was my thought at the time
that this suit, which clearly revealed the spleen and animus of
the enemies of a free press, was
to be the final, as it was in fact
the most dangerous, move in the
game that was being played and
the objective of which was to
deprive the American people of
their constitutional right to be
told what was going on by an
untrammeled press."
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Newspapers Give
50 Millions For
War Advertising

ornick s
;.pecial bargains in
the
find elsewhere. Drive in
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$1.10

K OIL CO.
Hopkinsville
Pilot Tester
An American fighter p
roars off the ground, step'
up its speed from a dead
still to more than 300 miles
hour within a few seconds,
pilot is undergoing a
strain as the acceleration '
creases, but he can stand it
right. But the
world n
faster and faster airplanes,
the airplane industry is
ing them. The principal
lem right now is not how
planes eventually will travel,
how much the human being
stand in the way of accelera'
Flight surgeons in an E
laboratory are getting ready
solve it, building a "h
centrifuge machine" which
reproduce acceleration condi'
for even greater speeds
plane designers dare to
about now. The "centrifuge"
be driven by electricity, the
force known which could
duce the necessary speed.
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Graves county, the first in
county.
A 20 percent increase in
litters farrowed this year is
dicted in Carroll county.
Homemakers clubs in
county are taking turns in
ing Sunday night suppers at
USO at Elizabethtown.
Everybody reads The Leader

en
irho

(By Associated Press)
New York, April 13—The nation's newspapers are contributing about $50,000,000 worth of
advertising space this year to
"sell" U. S. government war
projects, while this amount is
being matched by a similar contribution from industries, Chester J. La Roche, chairman of the
advertising council said today.
A similar amount is being contributed by industries in cooperation with radio stations, while
still another sizeable contribution
is being made by magazines of
the country, La Roche said.
"We get our orders from the
top departmental men in the
government concerning the most
timely subject that needs to be
explained to the public," La
Roche said, "and then we go out
and get the advertising space required to sell the project.
RESCUED—These
MIEN
six
Russian
women,
among
k
,\
members of a HLL,.I ship
AN
"So far, through generous conPacific
coast
i
n
a
north
storm,
are
shown
in
the
Seattle,
Wash.,
on
unperturbed by their tributions of time by skilled aded
ence. They wear clothes provided by the American Red Cross. They were rescued with
vertising men, plus the space
—AP Telemat
ers by the U. S. Coast Guard.
contributed by newspapers and
advertisers, we have enabled the
government to keep ahead of
urgent and immediate needs."
keep the Army going.
fighting forces in training
By John Grover
La Roche cited the paper and
The fighting men get deserved couldn't get along without the scrap drives as outstanding exociated Press Features
p Campbell, Ky.—Seven headlines. The limited service transport, utilities, police and
miles is a long way to guys who do the necessary dirty
laugh, but the mere idea work don't get the credit they've fire services, garbage collection
s—my fat friend of 20 earned. Without them, the fight- and health departments staffed
newspapering—in a uni- ing forces wouldn't be the crack and serviced by limited service
soldiers."
as too hilarious to resist. outfits they are.
There's more grunt than glaThis camp is a tank corps
oned Gus as some sort of
covered Taj Mahal, so I training center. Training for mour in limited service. At Camp
for a gag. I got my eyes armored service is a full-time Campbell, all the limited service
instead. The Army has job. Every minute the tanlunen troops are under the Service of
omething for Gus. Muscles must devote to chores other Supply. Any military man will
undated in lard have re- than tank training is a min- tell you that the SOS is what
keeps the air and ground forces
ed. He thinks nothing of ute farther away from battle.
Thanks to the limited service going.
g a r."lo on an errand. I
The limited service troops here
membei when he'd wait men, these tank fighters will be
omebody else went through fighting months ahead of any are working soldiers. They serid turning a revolving schedule otherwise possible, be- vice the fghting units in traincause the LS gang does the ing. Food that goes up to the
company cooks is hauled and
denly I realized that Gus camp "housekeeping."
"You can compare the station tallied by LS troops. They do all
lf a million or so like him
ne of the biggest untold complement to the public utilities the clerical and administrative
in the nation. Gus was and municipal services that keep chores of the camp proper. They
ied for "limited service" a city going," says Col. Guy W. furnish the KP details, the staduction. This means non- Chipman, camp commandant. tion cooks and bakers, the post
tant service. "LS" men "This is a military city, and the military police force.

Limited Service Troops Do A Big Job Well

sts Increase
ormon Temple
Lake City (JP)—War or
r, the number of visitors
mple Square, site of hisMormon Temple in the
of Utah's capital, actually
easing.
H. Taylor, Temple Square
president, reported that
first two months of this
27,029 visitors were countmpared with 25,076 in the
period last year and 24,774
ears ago.
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Britain Trains
Army Of Cooks
London (/P)—Continental dishes
may "go by the boards" from
now on as more than 100,000
British men and women have
been trained as cooks for the
services since war started and
can do an excellent job for the
gourmets.
amples of newspaper "selling"
aid, and said the present Second
War Loan campaign was a typical example of "selling laid in the
laps of newspapers" to carry out.

FILM ACTRESS AND HUBBY CUT CAKE—Hollywood's sarong
girl, Dorothy Lamour, and Capt. William Ross Howard III, of the
Army Air Forces, cut their wedding cake at a reception in
Beverly Hills, Calif., following their marriage at the home of her
parents. Present at the reception were 250 fellow officers of
Captain Howard and Dorothy's friends, ranging from her hairdresser to high-ranking studio executives.
—AP Telemat
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buy with a thought to the
future

Easter
—

styles that
click in the Easter parade will
take you about town, to the
office, to dinner dates! Dainty,
picture-pretty, they're made to
keep their glove-smooth fit
and lead a long and busy life.
Choose from our jaunty pumps,
cunning sandals, or situcy ties.

to

made

give you that tailored look

and you do
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"GO PLACES IN OUR SHOES"
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SUITS
See

many .girls know
all about

Charlotte, N. C.(111—First grade
pupils of the Eastover school
here are mixing theory and
practice. A hen is sitting in a
nest by the teacher's desk so the
pupils can see how chickens
hatch.

PARADISE

when you buy

Kortrecht, Agt.

School Kids Learn
How To Lay An Egg

Easter...

and long. It's patriotic to
e first press in the United
s was set up at Cambridge,
in 1638.

Memphis (JP)—Boats on the
Mississippi are getting into the
"victory" swing.
Many big boats are now using
three short whistle blasts and
a long one—their version of the
three dots and a dash for victory
—to signal a landing. The custom
long had been to use two longs
and three shorts for this purpose.

skinned the "lion" and cooked a
portion.
Trittin says it tastes like veal,
Salt Lake City (IF')—Ever try but Orlando insists it's even bet"victory tveal"? It's not ra- ter than that.
tioned but that doesn't mean it
The War Department's new
is easy to get.
Recently J. C. Trittin and Jea- Pentagon office building, the
no Orlando, Salt Lake City ar- largest in the world, can aca commodate 35,000 workers.
chery enthusiasts, bagged
cougar the bow-and-arrow way.
Everybody reads The Leader.
In an' experimental mood, they

mit for Easter . . . and
ncient Rome, an album was
rd chalked or painted white,
hich public notices were ind in black.

Mississippi Boats
Toot For Victory

Archers Make A
Meal Of Cougar

Catch Thief Panting
ttanooga, Tenn. (iP)—The
department's latest nominfor the town's meanest
is the fellow who stole a
s trousers while the friend
recuperating from an op,
in a local hospital.
ctives caught the thief, red the pants and are waiting
e patient to recover suffiy to testify in court.
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32.50

Ration Coupon
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Gabardines. worsteds, herringbones in spring shades
of blue, brown, and gray . . . and in all sizes . .
All wool.

CAYCE-YOST CO.
The Sport Shop
BALCONY

Hopkinsville, Ky.

No. 17
VITALITY

EXCLUSIVE AT

Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

SELBY EASY-GOER
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Soil Erosion Is
Harmful To Fish
In State Streams

Masquerade Ends

FREDONIA NEWS

Frankfort, April 13—Fishing
for the last 5 or 6 years has
been gradually improving in
Kentucky, S. A. Wakefield, di
rector of the Division of Garlic
and Fish, said today, pointing
out that heavy restocking pro
gram has been responsible for
this improvement, but it still
falls short of expectations because of the damage to streams
and fish from soil erosion.
'Damage to game fish in streams
of Kentucky by soil erosion has
not come about suddenly. Unwise use of the land over a
period of years, resulting in an
excess run-off of rain-water,
which washes tons of soil into
streams, has been steadily holding down rate of propagation,
while helping to destroy other
forms of marine and aquatic
life.
Many species of fish will
thrive only in deep, clear, running water, and when silt fills
stream channels the fish leave,
because they cannot live in sluggish, muddy waters of shallow
streams.
Reb Dockrey, 26, (above), man
Wakefield, in urging a more charged with failing to register
extensive program of soil ero- for the draft at Clovis, N.
M.,
sion control by the people of is shown in the garb he wore
Kentucky pointed out that until when arrested. Dockrey said
he
there is more general control of had masqueraded as a woma
n
soil erosion, improvement of for eight years, explaining
it as
fishing in the State will be a stunt dating back to his boyhindered. Unless silting of stream hood when his companions calle
d
channels is stopped, there is no him a "sissy."
—AP Telemat
reason to expect that the restocking program of the Division of There Was Rationin
g
Game and Fish can be carried
on with complete success, he In The Old Days, Too
said.
Pleasant Grove, Utah (—
The farmer, as well as the 'Rationing? That' nothi
s
ng to be
fisherman, will benefit by conworried about," says Mrs. Mary
trolling erosion and all should
B. Fage, 82-year-old pioneer.
be heartened by the knowledge
When she came to Utah in an ox
that a real effort is being made
cart 75 yrars ago, everything in
• in this State by the Division
of the way of food except sago roots
Game and F i s h, interested
and wild ground cherries was
sportsmen, agricultural agencies
doled out carefully and strictly.
and others to stop soil erosion,
"I recall those first days in
protect the soil, bring back clean,
Utah
when, as a little girl, I
streams and help in the restoraseldom saw sugar or bread, and
tion of better fishing in Kena bowl of rice with a little motucky.
lasses for sweeting provided a
Unusually heavy rains durin
g
the late winter and early sprin fine meal," Mrs. Fage said.
g
•'And there were no vitamin
months have caused heavy damcapsules, either."
age to soil throughout the
State
in the form of erosion
and, to
Hodeida is the only sizable
date, have made most
streams port in Yemen, strategic realm in
unfit for fishing.
southern Arabia.
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•
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MOWING MACHINE
46 YEARS OLD IS
DOING GOOD WORK

Has Support Here

(By Rachel Turley)
Mr. and Mrs. Whittington, KutMr. and Mrs. W. M. Young, tawa,
Mrs. Byrd Guess and
A mowilhg machine that is in
Frances and Billy Sam Young Jacki
e, spent Monday in Evans- good running order after 46
were in Paducah Monday.
ville.
seasons is owned by Herbert
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard was the
Mrs. Jerry Barnes, Mr. and
Lowe of Fleming county. It was
guest of Mrs. A. S. Pitzer, Pa- Mrs.
J. P. Baker and Ruby Jean
purchased by his father, the
ducah, a few days last week. visite
d Mr. Will Butler, of Salem,
She attended the Presbytery Sund
late J. J. Lowe, in 1896. It has
ay.
while there.
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard and Mrs. never had any new parts except
sections, guards and bolts. CareMiss Mary Louise Turley left Albert
Walker visited Mr. and
Tuesday for Glendale where she Mrs.
lubrication have
Issiah Butler in Salem Sun- ful oiling and
will be matron in the Kentucky day.
kept the gears in good condiBaptist Children's Home,.
Mesdames W. M. Young, J. tion all these years.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McGee and A. Parr,
County Agent A. A. Williams
A. E. Rucker, Misses
daughter, Jackson, Mich., return- Imogene
Wigginton, Barbara cites the history of this machine
ed here Monday. Mr. McGee Dorroh
and Frances Young at- as an example of what good care
left Saturday for the Navy. They tende
d the Presbytery in Pa- will do for farm machinery.
will make their home with 1 her duca
Many farm machines are used
h Friday.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Young, only a few days a ye'ar—a mowGuess.
Madisonville, visited Dr. and ing machine 10 to 15 days, a
Mrs. Augustus Traylor and Mrs.
J. B. Sory and Miss Dora grain harvester four or five days,
children, Ann and Ada, of De- Youn
a threshing machine 20 to 30
g Sunday.
troit, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Sam Howerton and Miss years, says Mr. Williams.
D. 0. Boaz and relatives.
Frances Young visited relatives in the Army
Judge S. S. Willis
.
Mrs. Belle Kerby is ill at the in Russe
llville Sunday. Mrs. C.
Prominent Ashland jurist, canMrs. Glenn Phelps underwent
home of her sister, Mrs. T. Y. Y.
Williams returned home with an operation at Hopki
nsville didate for the Republican nominOrdway.
them.
Monday.
Mr. Richard Mays suffered
ation for Governor, who recently
Mrs. Joe McCornick, Jackson,
Mrs. Chester Miller left Monfrom a heart attack Friday.
Miss., is visiting her daughter. day
to join her husband who is visited Princeton and who is asMrs. A. J. Eldridge and Mrs. Mrs.
John Rice and Mr. Rice.
sured of strong support here in
in the Army.
James Eldridge are
visiting
Mrs. William Smith left MonMr. Ray Clegg, Evansville, the primary election, August 7,
James Eldridge in Biloxi, Miss.
day to join her husband who is visited his
family last weekend. local GOP leaders say.

Cut Meat Wisely
To Conserve It,
Army Major Urges
Camp Polk, La
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Here are Barnes hash.
ions that will enable you
to head the parade 1 his
Spring and Easter.

As a column of WAACs vo
s
hand to the brn
centerha
.
of the Women's

ew Salvage Drive
o Begin May 1 In
tale And Nation

Our women customers are saying, "We want to look
and
feel like Spring and Easter now!" Barnes fash
ions are
surer signs of spring than any robi
n. The two-piece suit

ti

dress shown below is a much better bet than
was the first
crocus. Come in and see the lovely new fash
ions right
away. Here are a few. We have lots of othe
rs to show you
fr
iar
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Caldwell Asked To Find
265,000 Tons Of
Metal; Mark Cunningham Is Chairman
Salvage chairmen and corn 'nee leaders in Caldwell and
.ry county of Kentucky, as in
the states, have been called
.n by Uncle tam to begin
other scrap campaign, for mauls vital to the war, May
1.
ceton representatives of
the
ivage organization were
told
Thursday night at a five
unty meeting held in
the
rthouse at Marion.
Caldwell county's scrap metal
ita is 265,000 tons,
which is
pounds for every man, woma
n
d child in the count
y, Herman
ten, assistant director
of the
tucky Council of
Defense
Ad representatives
of Webster,
menden, Lyon and
Caldwell
Mark Cunningham
has
,inted county
salvage
g
hen T. J.
Simmons

Tailored
Collars

50¢ to $2.00

HATS
$5.00 to $10.00
Others $3.95
and stay suited, by buying QUA
LITY . . .

Colorful
Fabric
Gloves
To the tips of her fingers
the well-dressed woman
pays particular attention ...
Our cloth gloves come in
white, blue, navy and black.
Suitable for that spring
outfit.

$1.00 to $2.00

If you really need a suit this
spring, it's quality
you want for duration value! Our
style right suit
gives you the utmost in fabric
durability coupled
with careful tailoring that
makes for longer,
satisfactory wear . . . down to
the last stitch.

Two'.Piece
Suit Dress
When Easter comes, this
dress will command attention in the Easter Parade.
Gay and bright, it is also
tailored to fit as if it were
made for YOU. In patterns
that will make you feel
part of the spring landscape.

$21.95

Boydrs

A Sport
Dress of Twill
Smart by tradition,
but always new in spirit
, this
twill dress is "the
to wear on bright or thing"
cloudy
days. It makes you
to stay out of doors want
. But
draws as many
flattering
eyes indoors at any
of
those informal affair
s Milady attends by the
dozen.

$7.93

64

for

Men and Boys Wear
Hopkinsville,

Kentucky

AMON

... and be sure to see
the large selection of
gorgeous hankies!

THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES
STORE
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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For the sake of romance ...
and variety ... and economy
. . dress up your dress.
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Good sound classic .•
the style that can be
depended upon to be
smart next year as this.
Tailored masterfully according to the Print-less
traditions of excellence.
In a "tested for quality'.
cabric you'll be proud to
wear. Sizes 10.20; 9-15.
Au & aboul our "Prinfi•ps
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